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FOREWORD

Farmers feed the world. To do that, they need land, labor and capital. And they need know-
how. Farmers in developing countries get much of that know-how from family and friends.
Public and private extension are additional sources of information for farmers.

Worldwide, about 6 Billion dollars is spent on public extension every year. Despite major
contnrbutions to yield increases and income growth, public extension faces important
challenges in the areas of relevance, accountability, govermance and sillity. At the
same time, an information technology revolution is unfolding. But its impact is greatest in
the urban areas of industial counties. Rural people in developing countries have not
benefitted to the same extent from information technology.

This paper argues that more investment should be made in information technology
applications for agricultmal development in developing counties. Not only to redress the
growing imbalance in information, but also to reduce poverty, increase participation,
improve governance, manage natural resources and improve opportunities for women.

Getting Results, the Bank's agenda for Improving Development Effectiveness, stresses the
need -in addition to a country focus- to iprove quality of operation, particularly by
greater participation and improved implemenation. This paper, written on the basis of many
years hands-on experience at grass roots level, aims to provide the non-speialists with
practical and easily accessible information on present and futr applications of information
technology in nural development.

Michel Petit
Director
Agricultre and Natural
Resources Department
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ABSTRACr

Information is crucial in agricultural production, in addition to land, labor and capital.
iHowever, investment in Information Technology (1T has been mainly i urban areas of
industrial countries, despite the potential for cost-effective applications of IT in rural
areas in developing countries. Recent developments in 1T, that make it particularly
relevant for rural development include: reduced costs, increased storage, ease of use,
speed, new links between different media, and 'info-tainment". The paper also describes
limitations to the application of if, like the need for complementary inputs,
organiztional change, improved information management, skdlls development, human
involvement, policy changes, social barriers, and the experimental nature of many
technologies. Some pitfalls to be avoided are described. The paper provides a rationale,
often through examples, for increased investment in IT in agricultural development,
particularly in the areas of poverty reduction, increased participation, improved
governance, natural resource management and improved opportunities for women. The
paper gives a series of examples where IT can be used to make rural development better,
cheaper and faster for rural people, borrowers and Bank staff. A number of simple,
practal requirements are given in order to get incremental benefits from IT applications.
Also, more radical changes are proposed to achieve the full potential from IT, including a
cross-sectoral approach to rural development, a more realistic model of technology
transfer, and support for empowerment of the poor. The paper ends with a number of
next steps, including increasing awareness and skills and increasing investments in IT.
Furthermore, the paper has ten annexes on particular information technologies, providig
task managers with information on what the technology is, how much it costs, what
advantages and disadvantages are, and what the requirements are to male it work. A
bibliography is included.
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1. INTRODUCTION

* Faced with fte need to train several thousand irrigaton engineers in the coming decade,
India undertook a pilot project to use interactve videodisc (AD) programs for training
junior engineers. The videodisc prograns provided simulated 'hands on experience' on
a range of topics, from technical subjects to the insonal skills engineers need to
work effectively with water user associations. As "stand alone' training progrms, the
ND progams could be used whenever convenient for the engineers. The programs
generated great enthusiasm among senior as well as junior engineers and were
considered by users to be highly effective training tools.

* With programs in five remote areas, the Sudan Area Development Schemes (ADS)
needed a way for field personnel to communicate quickly and reliably with the central
office. Given the unreliability of telephone and mail links, the progam turned to paclaet
radio. The packet radio system proved to offer good and cheap communications links
that significantly reduced the time between requests from the field - for supplies,
logistics support, and seces - and central office responses. Padket radio also
facilitated local self-help and delegation of decisions to the field while meeting financial
control and monitoring requirements at the center.

* In rural Mexico, a local cooperative office uses a microcomputer to get weater updates,
and bulledns about dangerous weather patterns, drawn from a new national satdlite
weather system. The same system gives market prices in the city, which the cooprtive
uses to help farmers decide when to harvest their crops and take them to marke If
here is an influx of particular crops mto the market, the co-op will suggest that some
farmers pospone their harvest for a few days. By doing so, the co-op helps farmers get
better pices for their crops.

These are but a few examples of the role information technology (i) can play in rual
development. While they are not intended to suggest that IT is a panacea for solving
development problems, they demonstrate some of the ways 1T can be used to benefit rural
communities.

The objective of this paper is to enhance awareness and understanding among Bank staff,
bonower staff and consultants of the immediate and future contributions 1T can make to
aricuual exension. The paper aims to provide practical and easily accessible information
about IT applications to task managers dealing with rual development. It is therfore neither
a philosophical study on information in society, nor an essay on details of the technolges
themselves. Based on informal reviews of Bank staff needs, this paper is presented in two
parts.
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The first part of the paper discusses the major issues related to the use of IT in rural
development and shows some of the ways 1T has been and can be used in developing
countries. It seeks to contribute to understanding of the key factors needed to ensure
effective use of 1T in a developing country context, as well as the pitfalls to be avoided. It
also aims to galvanize interest in concrete actions the Bank can take to realize the potential
benefits of IT for rural development.

The second part of the paper consists of ten annexes, each of which focuses on a particular
technology that can have immediate importance and value for Bank projects. Each annex is
produced as a separate, stand-alone document, providing concrete information on the
technology under examination. The aim of the annexes is to provide practitioners and Bank
staff with a minimum of practical information which they can incorporate into Bank projects,
which enables them to write terms-of-reference for IT related studies, and to make it easy to
find further information on the particular technology.

WHAT IS INFORMATION TECRNOLOGY?

The a o rmaion uednology" ordnarily refers to computerbased technology and telecomwncations.
Ths paper ecpands dwt deIniton to include video, radio and some applications of the tedcnologies .

This paper's annes speaficaly cxamine ten infonnation technologies and applications:

: *.- C}-ROM
=- * -- CompUer nerworki
*: Daktop publishing

- Geographcinfomation systems
, v,I,. .-.nteaai.ve vie

* Packer radio
-- Radio and interactive radio
- -- &etlitr coammunications
-- -:- - Video: (linear)-

:A.nmary tabkl in dse annex gives description, requirements, advantages. disadvantages, and relative costs

2



2. WHY IS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IMPORTANT
FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT?

The Importance of Informaton

The current era has aptly been called the "information age." The importance of information
in industrialized countries has become a truism. in the U.S., for example, more than 46% of
GNP and 53 % of labor income is related to knowledge, communication, and information
work (Hanna, 1991). In OECD countries, the information sector accounts for one-third to
onehalf of GDP and of employment. By the year 2000, this sector is expected to grow to
60% of the European Community GDP (Welenius).

Yet information is critical not only for industrialized countres, but for the developing world
as well. Information is just as important a production factor as the 'classic" land, labor and
capital. (Antholt 1993) Moreover, information can have a huge multiplier effect on the
efficiency and effectiveness with which other resources are utilized. Access to accurate,
timely information is crucial ingredient for success of development efforts. Discussing the
p-henomenon of "information poverty," the U.N. Center for Sciaence and Technology
declared:

The distinction between information 'haves' and 'havenots' is
the basis for the dichotomies between developed and developing,
rich and poor....It is within this context that the concept of
development might be understood in 'information terms.'

The Economic Commiission for Africa echoed this conclusion in a recent report, finding that
lack of data was a significt constraint to planning and management of rural devdlopment,
among other sectors.

The "information povert" of developing countries is evident in a wide variety of key
acivties:

* Rural populations have difficulty getting important information in a timely fashion,
e.g., market produce prices, bulletins about pest infestaions.

* Most information disseminated to rural communities is in written form, making it
difficult to access by those with low or no liteacy ldlls.

* Rural communities and organizations have difficulty sharing information and
experience among themselves beyond face-to-face contats.

* Indigenous knowledge is seldom documented and stored, and in some areas is being
lost to future generaions.

3



Ruml axd Reole Areas Benet Mostfro Telcommunaons

Peopk who fiw In rural and remote areas tend to grsp bnmeauely the bengfts ofelecomuwcawionh. The
-Iaow thai the only oher mcans of comnumwcatlng- quly is through personal contact, which i iely to
require a tme-onsuming and upesiwe trip. Not suprlsingly, rral residens td to use telcommun icidons
more heat ly wad pend mor Of their d&posabk inwom on tekphone aiMs than do city dwel. In Alaska
:and northern Canada. ativepeopk spend more than three times as much as dthirwrbancowerparts on long-
diitawz coUs; even thoughtheir awrage income Is genealy lower than their urban peer. The ony
akenative..meant of gednag a message through quickly is to take an apensiw trip on bwush plane,. s2ine
there are no roads in the remote north.

in .thele norhrn communites growth in telphone we has increased so rapidly that teleconmmunications
au.ho,, ,ha.v,e.had to actvate.cra circuits in WUage sate Wte earth stations much sooner than andpated.
The nnbefog-distance-calls in some Jndian vilages in norhen Canada inawsed by:as Mmuh' as 800
percent flersateite earth stations replaced highfreqmncy rdios. InAlaska, the instaUation oftsall satellite
earth stations in. vWages also spared tremendous growth in telephone use. When local telphone erdanges
were instd,ln: som villages, long-dstance telphone traffic spuwed again by up to 350 percent. (Hudson.
1984).''

.71 1economicbenefis eftcmunications ese are thw related -to distance. The greater the distacfrom
communities ofnest -: rtg in traWl costsandftnMe.Silarly,;beniper-
l:ikey'to -be greatest-where telehone denity is lowest. The:-greatstpayff from el muication

inwsment threfoe. ay b inruradl: and ilated areas.fi F. rwt eeormncda rvd. of .' -~~~~~~ .''n "' ,' , ar,, .-. I:. -F..p ,, ..... ....o f
course, searsimply Jono generate asmuch-total ne hd tares, e :-wit hg-
reenue per telephonescrih TIs: realiy suggests tvo concsions:s l incentvesy benecersaay
o ssw in m rme ars; and.sucha ct ted sg *
cap-tal, oeratIng andmaintenanc-cons as lo as possible- n t keep

Source: Rural A meic the nformation .a-e.

3 Field workers have little access to information about the populations they are to
seve and to current research findings, while researchers have poor access to up-to-
date information from the field.

* Government officials make plans and decisions on the basis of inadequate
information, and have inadequate financial control and monitoring capabilities.

* Inadequate provision of quality communications services to rural areas is a major
(but not only) barrier to rural development. Such services would diminish the
impact of distance -from markets, decision-making centers, public services,
training programs and facilities.

* Developing countries have difficulty exchanging information between one another.

4



Rural development demands that rural people can get access to information they need in
forms they can understand. Without addressing those information needs, other development
efforts fail to achieve their potential impact. IT is a particularly important tool for small and
medium enterprises in a rural setting. The potential of networkdng between entrepreneurs in
remote areas is stiU largely untapped.

*K. :: ::}:- : :.:::.-E:::{- :::::: .:-: .- : :-IOf course, there is a question of causality:
- -c e d--t are people poor because they are not well

informed, or does poverty have other
Paul -ig the result: -- d--elopment comnuwaicad dimensions too. In other words, if those

same people were better informed, would
.- bs-8ssawct*sguctu d.behavion.

ww nor YOiO,-. A.LD. ;i -, 7 they no longer be poor?
projec: haveiWzllyequalld a.dhave aor

-_=_& aVP dpr: a Underlying infornation poverty are issues
a0ein hWe& eru achkived of power and control. An examination of
epfteb de these underlying issues goes beyond the

t:an pIudIhCtS -I RS scope of this paper that limits itself to the
-~~pw of---hai~ouw ani~twd iznd die dwmbaaaon role of information and of information
JITOblVIW -i*I(* -1~IVGil lii ~ technology. Ifion can influence

change in power and control, but some
Sonaw The Suuance ehbind die Im_ges: A.L.D. changes of power and control are also
and- " - -eiwlopmeua -ommwaca- needed to allow information to play its role.

* .-.. :..,,..s,.>...,..,,..ss;.-.s . . M. - M: : S s ....

The Iporace of Ifortion Technology

It is precisely the cmcial nature of information that malks the enormous rise in IT power
important to mral development. The 1T 'revolution" delivers tremendous capability - vast
information storage, fast and inexpensive communication channels, links between different
media, easy and enjoyable use - at comparatively low, and steadily decining, costs.
However, on its own, this technology will not achieve anything. Information is -in addition
to land, labor and capital- a major production factor. Infornation should thus be considered
in all policy discussions as an agent of change, possibly helped by information technology.
Some of the recent evolutions in information technology, which makes IT particularly
relevant for rural development include:

* Cost reductions

The costs of virually aU 1T components have plunged. Real costs of computer hardware
have dropped an average of 20% a year for over 40 years. (Hanna '91) Computer
power per unit cost has increased tenfold every four or five years. Computer software is

5



available at low cost, with public
domain software often offering Cosu ad Bentfs
adequate capability at little or no cost.
Storage costs - from hard drives to lhe resuls of tse FAO/DSC rat eradication
optical discs - have fallen enormously, proagrm in angladsah, dwg a mrl-imdia.
providing tremendous cost savings for adf we cePtoPal t propoioi offarne controlingran rose frim 10% to 40% in
storage of vast amounts of material. one ya. A meia camaign cosng S 17,50 and
The costs for satellite communications rar bait costng S 23,4W resed- in wheat harwa
have declined dramatically, with the sawngs ofs 85o,0a0. (Mody Z992)
current price tag of an entire land- -_- _-_ :
based reception station now under
$5,000.

As a result, developing country public and private sector organizations can now afford
substantial computer pover. Furthermore, the use of 1T can bring about cost savings
that outweigh the price of the computers. In Indonesia, for example, microcomputers
used by customs officials quicldy paid for themselves by helping improve duty
collection. In Eastern Europe, libraries start using CD-ROM to build their holdings of
Western materals at a fraction of the cost that would be required to obtain "hard"
(paper) copies.

Increased storage

Mirocomputers, optical discs, and other electronic technology can store vast amounts of
material, including text, numerical data, pictures, sound, video. A 120 megabyte hard
drive (the minimum standard with most microcomputers) can hold more fian 40,000
pages of text A CD-ROM can hold more than five times as much. You can store more
than 54,000 color sides on one videodisc.
Storage capability lie this places enormous amounts of information at the fingertips of
the user. Some developing countres are using CD-ROMS, for example, to provide
rural health care workers with ready access to data on a wide range of health problems.

* Easier, cheaper communication between many people

Advances in telecommunications male it possible to link a large number of people
quicldy and relatively inexpensively, even in remote areas. In the West Indies, for
exnample, a teleconferencing system linked seve sites in six countries. The system
transmits courses for snall groups of people in isolated locations, with an emphasis on
in-service training. 'Students' include teachers, midwives, community workers, and
doctors (Tieten).

6



* Fast, inexpensive transmission of information to an entire region

Mass media, particularly radio, makes
information available at low cost and in In the Mhaawe ditria of Sri- Laia
remote areas. The Ministry of Agriculture conmunsty radio prod&cws acivdy involw
in Turkey, for example, broadcasts radio local people in progrmn naidg using sm-al
bulletins on pest infestations. A radio eily porMble, professional s audio
"talk show" in Jordan lets farmers phone t4s e rcoudens. (Piccc 1993)
in questions to a panel of experts,
providing almost real time responses. In
almost every developing country today, one might see a farmer going to the field with a
hoe, a hat and a radio. Interactive radio training programs can reach large numbers of
people at costs as low as $.40/person/course/year.

* New links between different types of media

Some 1T can now provide access to virtually any information that can be converted into
electonic form - data, text, video, still picures, graphics. This versatility makes IT
programs easy to use, even for those with low or no literacy or numeracy skills. Some
telecommunications systems can now transmit all of those forms of information.

Intrctive videodic (IVD) programs, for exnample, can present excellent quality video,
pictures, graphics, text, and data. IVD has been used in Malaysia to trin workers in
safe bandling of dangerous substances. In Saudi Arabia, a company using IVD to train
electricians found that attrition dropped from 50% with classroom tmining to 8% with
IVD training (Brodrnan, 1993)

* Ease of use

IT programs have become far easier to produce. Even a nonprofessional can use
desktop publishing, for example, to produce highly attractive printed materials with a
profesonal "look and feel." Amateurs - even those who are illiterate -- easily learn to
use video camcorders to produce effective video tapes. In Philippines, for example, a
community used video to convince the government to help them re-channel a river and
prevent flooding. Multimedia computer systems now have "authoring" programs
available that make it easy for teachers to produce lessons combining video, pictures,
text and graphics.

"Easy access" is even more evident for the user. Touch screens make multimedia
systems highly accessible even to illiterate users. Voice recognition, while currently
linited, is developing quicldy and will make microcomputer-based equipment exctreely
easy to use for all audiences. Messages delivered with video are immediately
understood by all types of audiences. Virtually every type of 1T is moving quicldy to

7



become not only 'user friendly" but also "user controlled' so that the user can easily
make the technology serve his needs and style of use.

* "Info-tainment:
Inrcve Vid Versos Live:. .n- te

Information must not only be available,
but the intended audience must want to SoMc research hium t S A m.y. BM,
use it. 1T makes it possible to combine . UWMd Ted wologies W1CA1 d Fe
information with entertainment to make
learning more enjoyable and relevant, leaging Gens 56 %--ar-
raising both achievement and retention. c.ibancy of Lerning 50-0: % bete-
From social marketing programs via DeUvoy Variane 20- .% l
radio and television, to multimedia Traning C_mrswion 3.-7?0 %f
programs that present learning in a .Wg Curve 0% ...e .
"game skills" format, IT generates GContenrAmeion 25X-50
enthusiasm for learning material that (Adm.s 1992)
might otherwise be ignored. In India,
for excample, interactive videodisc .__ __ _ _::___ _ __ _ _-_ _

training programs intended for junior
water egineers were eagerly used by
their seniors.

The industrialized world is taling advantage of the opportunities afforded by IT. It is
essential, in a time of tightening resource constraints and esclating needs, for developing
c-ountries to be equally adept in utilizing that power. As one expert noted:

...the microcomputer represents the first significant technological advance that a
developing country can assimilate and exploit with a relatively low capital investment
a-nd without prior knowledge.. .in other technologies.... If a developing country fails to
take advantage of the oppormity that [mcrcomputerse rpresents, its level of
development in relation to developed countries will be significantly lowered.
(Mortensen)

However, rural areas in the US and Europe continue to lag behind urban centers in
awareness and udlization of 1T and in demand for telecom services and IT applicatins. For
instance, 75% of all British LANs (Local Area Network) are in or near Lo.ndon. (Schware,
pers. comm.) Hence, an interesting research topic would be an analysis of the experiences
with other IT introductions in both the industrialized and developing world (ike radio,
teleision, cinema) in terms of rural versus urban investmnents, policies and uptake.

Before going into the details of IT applications for possible World Bank funding, it seems
prudent to balance the obvious potential of IT for rural development with some of its
limitatons.
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3. WHAT ARE THE LDMATIONS OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY?

1T offers enormous new opporunities. IT alone, however, is not enough. Indeed, 1T is only
a tool, which used effectively and complementary to other inputs, can contribute to
development. Other inputs are often needed in order to realize potential benefits. IT also has
pitfalls which must be understood and avoided.

Complementary inputs required

In order for IT to deliver the kinds of benefits discussed above, the following inputs and/or
conditions are lilkely to be necessary:

* Organizational change

IT alone will not solve the problems of inadequate use of information and poor decsion-
maing. In order for managers and others to use information to improve decisions, they

must have the incentive and the skills to do so. Consequently, there is often a need for
organiational change to fundamentally alter the incentive structure -introducing more
accountability - and to ensure decision-ir dcers have the skills to analyze and apply the
information. There also may be a need to alter the way budgetary priorities are set to
ensure adequate financial commitment to such skiDs-building. However, IT can -and has
played- an important role in increasing accountability of pubLic services vis a vis their
cl.ientele.

* Improvement in information management

Adoption of IT will not automadcally improve data management. IT will not, for
example, convert "bad" data into "good" data. The stndard dictum is: 'garbage in,
garbage out" (GIGO). Data quality needs to be ensured and problems resolved. Nor
will IT solve data management problems related to inadequate understanding of users'
information needs, obstructed flows of needed information among organizations,
information that is provided in inappropriate formats. These information management
issues need to be explicitly addressed in order to ensure effective use of IT.

* Skdlls development

Effective use of IT usually requires training. Training in the use of the technology can
vary greatly in scope, ranging from ten minutes to several weeks. Training in
maintenance and repair may also be required. In addition, many users need training in
analytical skills to enable them to analyze and apply the data effectively. The reality is
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also that many policy-makers require more familiarity and skills in IT potential and
actual use.

* Human involvement
Jnformation service haw become a greater pan of
econmc actJvk in moem econmis. his growth Is Some information management and
parly the mrauk of the Increased value of dse servfces communications processes require
rektive to other economic activty, and partly a human involvement. Although IT
refecuton of lower unit costs of rTserices. Mody and provides important value in
Dahiman exlain that thefirst bifluence can be shought
of as shifting the demand carv for ITservicas ouvrd. extension, for example, it cannot
.he second is a shift in she supply curve down the replace face-to-face contact between
demand crv Ts difference bewen shifting the extension agents and fanners. The
demand acrve and shifting the supply acr highlighsu mix of 1T and person-to-person
thepotential and.the limitr-of rdifffusion in deeloping communication will depend on the
countrIes. Unicss the dmannd curve begins to shift , 
oward or the denmandfor infornation is highly jicc agent's judgement about the
elasic,. IT will continue to play a limited role in sophistication of the farmer, his/her
developing countries. (Mody and Dahbnan, 1992) needs, and the farmer's own

perspectives about what is needed.
Training is another example,
wherein some topics and audiences
need 1T applications to be
complemented by face-to-face
training.

Ir also has limited usefulness in analysis that must be based on data that are rapidly
changing, inconsistent and unpredictable. In such cases, human experience is needed.
As one observer noted in considering fanr management, 1T can be a valuable tool, but
'will never replace farmers' decision-maling3 (Nitsch).

S Policy

Supportive policies, backed by substantial public investment are crucial for the diffusion
of 11, particularly in rual areas. Without them, 1T can be used at local level, often in
fragmented, isolated efforts, but inevitably falling behind rapidly accelerating urban
networks of IT users. Equaly inevitable will be the rural exodus, often draining rural
areas from the type of young, dynamic people that would have a critical role to play in
the informafization of rural areas

* Social

Cultural and psychological barriers exist, as they do in any situation facing change. The
exist both in developing and industrialized countries and curtail the diffusion of
applications.
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* Prototypes

Many initiatives and applications are stiU in an experimental stage. Sometimes the results
leave something to be desired, as was the case in the promotion of video text in Ireland
and France. Sometimes it is too early to tell, particularly because the prototypes still
need a lot of outside handholding and adjustment.

Socia Baers to New 4afao.rm ,n :Technoljy

Wien the prnting prss ww.intoduced in thes, it did not immediaely displace earfier Jbn f t
raedhloy. inded, nwmsic scibes continued to reproduce the key religious Wcusmb h, wad .t ne...w
pritae1 prodced mainly the same books, such as th Bible, that wr readiy amailable to the lny minoity
of the populationwho was literate. Hand copying continued eo bc compeitive untl.thearl 7th ceawy; ai:
in-te region of Paris and Orleans alone, about O,OO scribes held onto terjobs. Often thse scribe copied
-printe boob when the first edition ran out, since it wasmor economical tromect residaldemand byhandi
Ukimaae, the bourgeois priners prevaie4d and graduay ovrane Church roduce
controversial ar material-that is the bisis f moden oy Simia m wec ins

* Ottoman Emp wheret introducion-ofprintingwas lon r i ole

e aa we the tdcion ofprn afi a is wy. -.dear incase ofpii
ti -i i,_ -- .-.-

* co-exsts:alongside:-earler iqfomaxonx-redmology;
* initially produceday sWilar outpusn;
- h'hgh-ialsetup ad learning cos&s;
* is consuried by a lack of lit-eracy
* is iewed by mawy as a theat to job secwiy, dvil lbertes and social discourse,i but
**wiithlongrumn generate equaly fwanesal soialand eonomic diange.

Source.0 Tm*eY- Infomatis .aa nbdEconomic Moderniat-on-

Pitfals to be avoided

1T can have negative as well as positive impacts. By understanding the pitfflls it is possible
to avoid them.
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* "If it comes from the computer it must be right.' Information technologies and mass
media can confer a halo effect on false information. As a result, it can give biased or
inaccurate informnation an aura of veracity.

* Adoption of 1T can become 'technology driven' rather than 'needs-driven." If adopters
obtain 1T without knowing why and how they want to use it, the result can be an
expensive headache, with equipment that cannot serve the organization's needs. A
common symptom of this problem is the adoption of hardware before the organization
has clarified the ways in which they will apply 1T. Another symptom can be the
adoption of technology that is "higher tech" - and much more expensive - than
necessary. For example, in some cases satellite remote sensing may be utilized when
aircraft and observation balloons can do the same job at lower cost (Palmedo). It is
essential that information systems be designed in response to users' information needs
and their patterns of information use.

0 There is a danger of 'information
."Mm eier re veyv keen -on arnssing overload." Telecommunications and e-mail
- r-wda -t, colect-d tm,-add dtem, raise not only facilitate commuiications, they

.- w w the a" powe-tke' e'cube vtc and can encourage more communication than
PFE~WWyWOIMIe!fid dias:;ni But. "b' )s"' can be processed. For example, Yr not

: o Cga-o * d=-w. vey -one of thoscmust newrfoules ind thast _wone of tose dkonly can enable Task Managers to lkep in-figure come.-In: Whe -Jm i,wrance from she
<-wit 8 u ,owhe close contact with borrowers, it can also
E j ,jex. 4 .s- - . . enable farmers to contact Taskl Managers
(ir ... .. , ud inHaan, directdy. Such direct communication could
Hut-u-ns-n- be useful if only a few farmers were to

-_____----_________- __ take advantage of it, but if many farmers
wanted to have direct input, a Task
Manager could quickly be overwhelmed.

* On-line databases can be expensive and difficult to use, requiring the user to know the
particuar program protocols, be able to maneuver through vast amounts of informafion,
and understand the proprietary business arrangements. The result can be expensive,
unsatisfactry, and incomplete.

* "Glamorous" technologies can win undue portions of limited resources. For example,
TV sometimes gets so much attention and funding that resources for radio programs
drop, with a consequent deterioration in the overall service.

* Problems of urban bias. 1T has been used almost exclusively to benefit urban areas.
The technologies will exacerbate inequality between urban and rural areas if there is not
clear, explicit commitment of IT resources to serve rural needs. Furthermore, within
urban and rural areas, IT can increase the gap between rich and poor if only elites are
able to adopt the technologies. In most countries, Yr tends to serve those with greater
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wealth and access to power and to bypass the poor and disadvantaged unless there are
explicit efforts to distribute 1T benefits equitably.

* Progams carried by 1T can undermine traditional culture. Mass media programs,
particularly TV, can convey values that contradict the traditional culture, yet appear to
embody "advanced" society

* Inattention to issues of institutionalization can lead to unsustainable 1T adoption.
Without ensuring that the requirements for ongoing rr use are met, effective IT use will
not outlive outside support. Projects that introduce 1T need to build in organizational
capability to maintain the technology, to provide incentives for effective use, and
provide budget allocations for recurrent costs, such as maintenance and training.
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4. WHY IS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IMPORTANT TO
WORLD BANK RURAL DEVELOPMENT PRIORrTIES?

Like their counterparts in industrialized countries, developing country governments often
allocate a major segment of IT resources to militay and urban applications. IT investments
largely bypass rural areas. The rationale is generally based on an assumption that IT is too
sophisticated and therefore inappropriate for rural areas. World Bank investments reflect this
urban bias. Of the Bank's $1 billion annual project expenditures on IT, very little is targeted
for applications supporting rural development.

A recent World Bank information management and technology strategy report states that
"member countnes are increasingly treating information management and technology -
informatics -- as an essential resource that affects the pace and outcome of development
efforts in all economic sectors. (IBRD, 1992). Indeed, the Bank's allocation of funds amply
testifies to the importance of IT in Bank projects. Almost 90% of the Bank's projects have an
IT component. Furthermore, the rate of growth in lending for IT (excluding
telecommunications) is six times that of total Bank lending. However, only a small
proportion is specifically targeted at rural and agricultural development.

Pressing rural development needs male it imperative for the Bank to increase IT investments
on rural development as well. Without such investment, successful achievement of these
Bank priorities for rural development are at risk. These objectives include not only
increasing production, but also: reducing poverty, increasing participation, improving natural
resource management, improving governance, and improving opportunities for women. 1T
nvestments in rural dew 3pment will not only improve successful achievement of Bank

priorities, they may also create other positive extenalities, such as stemming the exodus
from rural areas.

It is important to note that the benefits of IT are often difficult to measure and, as a result,
are underestimated. As an example, one analysis of telecommunications investments found
that their benefits were 40 to 80 times greater than conventional calculations had suggested.
As in extension and adult education, it is difficult to justify investments and costs in IT when
the potental benefits may be significant, but speculative, and sometimes fail to materialize. It
is thus important for IT practitioners -as it is for extension and adult education- to
demonstrate successes convincingly.

Reducing poverty

Current problems. As the U.N. noted, economic poverty stems in part from information
poverty. The impact of inadequate information affects the entire rural development sector.
Government agencies lack information needed for efficient distribution of agricultumal
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products, for ensuring food security, for providing warning and protection against flood and
drought damage, for natural resource management.

Extension services frequently conduct planning without sufficient facts about their client base.
It has been documented (Swanson et al, 1989) that public extension world-wide allocate

about 58% of their resources to serve the needs of the larger scale, more progressive,
commercial farmers. Private sector firms also concentrate most of their technology transfer
efforts on the needs of the commercial farm sector, which can pay for purchased inputs.
Consequently, the resource poor and subsistence farmers who make up more than 75% of the
world's farmers are only receiving, on average, about one-third of extension's resources.
(FAO, 1989) Rural development assistance workers of all types, including extension
workers, often lack access to current, accurate information. Many farmers lack information
on appropriate new technologies, prices for required inputs, domestic and international
market prices, impending insect infestations. Rural banks often lack the capacity to appraise
and monitor loans, especially small loans. Researchers in rural institutions lack access to
international findings. Rural educators lack access to current materials, and use outdated,
sometimes irrelevant, materials.

Opportnuniesfirom IT. In Ireland, the Irish Farmers Association provides a popular database
that helps farmers share information on input and produce prices (Blokker). In rural Costa
Rica, small coffee growers use telecommunications to get marketing information from central
cooperatives in the capital, which have computer links providing information on national and
international coffee price fluctuations (Annis, 1992). In Mexico campesino federations are
using microcomputers to assess and monitor rural credit programs, and thereby negotiate
more effectively to improve these programs. 1T can also make it more feasible for rural
financial institutions to handle processing and monitoring of very small loans.

Some of this potential has begun to be realized across a spectrum of rural development
assistance efforts in agriculture, education, health, family planning, and infrastructure
development. There are growing efforts, for example, to use 1T to make information more
accessible to extension workers and farmer-service centers. One project put huge amounts of
information on crop protection and pest management (equal to 400,000 abstracts) on a CD-
ROM. The CD-ROM can be made available to those serving farmers, at relatively low cost.

Reducing poverty will also require focussing on the development of common standards and
specifications for IT systems. The development of such demonstrators and common
specifications should be linked to ongoing investment in agriculture, health, education and
institution building.

In India, selected training institutes use IVD programs to provide high quality training to
Indian irrigation engineers in technical and management areas. IVD's ability to combine
video, still pictures, graphics, and text, malks this type of technology effective for training a
wide range of people, even those who are illiterate and uneducated.
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In the Philippines, the need to improve communications between rural health workers and
other health professionals led to the use of packet radio. With these radios, field workers
can easily communicate with health centers. obtaining information on treatment of cases and
sending requests for drugs.

Often rural services need to be able to deliver different services to sub-segments of the rural
population. 1T can help by enabling services to disaggregate and analyze large amounts of
information about the rual population. The success of Indonesia's National Family Planning
Agency is due in part to its innovative use of microcomputers to identify and analyze
differing preferences for alternative birth control devices among different populations, and to
manage distribution efficiendy.

Increasing effective participation

Current problems. Lack of participation has two important aspects. The first is insufficient
local input. It has become clear that rural development requires more than government
intervention. Local individuals and organizations must also participate, both by providing
information and by undertaking certain activities. It is therefore essential that rural people
who must support development projects feel 'ownership' of those efforts. Building such
ownership requires broad participation and good two-way communication of information.

Feedback from the rural
Frm: nolc foi ra W proah E population is also important

because rural people are not only
i M li a r o cl , hatSthe.Woril,d, recipients of information, but
,,n ,and ono hae sup,poO-id -w ,l o, ,,,i also creators of knowledge based

-'" Withl"""'' ONEasa (*iitly; ''' on their own and others'
ojiy maximiing t* - ---- -experience. For example,
. F.rm ONEformaion -osurce (a&suaiyfrom narowsaot- regular communications of
research instittes); 'farmers' intercsts from the
* Thr -OhNE cduane (uualy through a poowry trained, Colombian Rice Growers
modrvaed and equipped male ctenulon agent); Federation to researchers has
*7. ONE audience(usualyyounger. male, healhy, literatand b c, ,,d-o- --;been credited with helping to

Paid y FO,NE sourceof <funding (xusualy public) rapidly improve rice yields in the
1960s and 1970s (Kaimowitz).

e resUlts have n -beac ievd b -this Monoliic There is substantial evidence that
approah. howev, :WL17PLE messages, sourcms. 4canne:- without two-way informadon

audiencs santi funding should enable quanta~m improveinewm flows development efforts fail.
* dsegaw ionna* :Utiaisoxn-o iroto-p uif WT.

the generation, transfer -ndutilatinofiifonnation. *---... .. A case in point is an agricultural
qplc-iv zeabe,.u....r..rs aDN!piukh extenson project in a North

-,, ,,:-i - -, , , , , ,, "-' African country. The project was
initially highly successful because
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there was a good two-way flow of information: technical information from the Ministry to
the field; information on needs and results from farmers to the Ministry. When the strong
top-down nature of the government structure eventually blocked the bottom-up flow of
information in the project, its effectiveness plummeted (Palmedo, 1987).

The second problem related to limited participation is lack of pluralism. In many developing
countries, control over decision-making tends to be concentrated in particular subgroups of
the population. If rural development is to be successful, it is essential to ensure that
feedback channels are available to the wide range of players -women as well as men- in
rural areas. Knowledge and information from all of these groups are crucial to ensuring
that development projects are relevant to the needs of the population, that their benefits are
distributed equitably, and that those in positions of power are held accountable for their
decisions. Studies have shown, for example, that access to multiple sources of information is
key to extension agents' effectiveness (Engel, 1990).

Despite increasing recognition of the
importance for 'two-way" communication An.informadon techwlog being usdparriclpyely
for successful development efforts, there are (wd apeeiemaly) is G&S. Rseardh work ar *he
few channels providing "feedback loops' Unawrsityof'Tez atArlington, Pnn.1991) hoas
from the diverse groups in a rural c s bshed:. a raJiolaJc for a b
community to agriculture esearchers, app.d.o thc YSe of 513 and GIS for landplannn and -- natural frsoasrce nagneau in Sub
extension agencies, development assistance s ft ka k T ,ed highlghte
organizations and government offices. onwntfle for faciiators tr-ained PM-
Giving a 'voice" to these multiple and tecques to work with communii esample
disparate entities has been extremely by wing oWEV anWpping-. 7-s- -enable

researChers SO documient. local an.'er'onvaW,~difficult. To the extent that there is - a t a r g
feedback, it generally comes from farmers m , a w w
who are affluent, politically influential, a cot ribute :.fet* t
educated, motivated to invest, ahleady users e Ti otn i- e cm y
of research-generated technologies, and able r i d pl na awsource
to exercise monopoly power to reap the m e- a A e ---l-a dalogue

ben**'een resoUrc3uW7and decLiion makemrs s herewards of technological change toaertdop saio,wtont
(Kaimowitz). Furthernore, difficulty in
coordiaing and momtonng local
organizations has contributed to central
government reluctance to delegate authority
for nrual development activities to local groups.

Opportunisfrom IT. 1T can significantly alter this situation, forging better linkages
between farmers, rual institutions, NGOs, agricultural research centers, marketing
organizations, private firms, and government agencies. In doing so, IT can provide new
oppor mities for the rural poor to have input into decision-maldng. 1T use by development
agencies can facilitate information gathering from the rural population, and application of that
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input into the design and implementation of project activities. In Nigeria, for example, the
use of IT facilitated conduct of agricultural surveys, analysis of the data, and the use of those
data for design of development projects.

Furthermore, much IT equipment has become so easy
In India vUeo has been sucecssflly to use that non-professionals can quickly become
udet in advocacy by wome vegetablk proficient. This 'deprofessionalizing" opens up
:vendorsW negosixing with munidipal valuable opportunities for those who are generally
whorirles, a mO,Owhi5chlewd 1c ~ bypassed by development benefits. The ease of using

forming of Womdeo SEWAssocYatil IT can give disadvantaged groups greater access toEmployed Women's Association).
Vio SEWA Is involved in training information and communication technologies. The
women in the use of video for diJferen "glamour' of these technologies can invest greater
paposes and provides an examplefor power in, and draw more attention to, the messages of
women worldwi (Stuart 1986) these groups than would otherwise be the case.

IT also provides new means for helping the
rural poor (and their advocates) bypass In Mexico, campesino federations use
obstructing agents and go directdy to the microcompus tos o iz po c of the
source of the information they need. For natonal bans nural credit progr Using that
emple, in the Philippines, a group of in-rmation,.h ave been able tostrengenir
subsistence farmers organized and raid negotition positon o ive the fairne.s andefectiveness--ofw tcprograms (Hamra,: 1991).
their income by becoming pineapple - of t r -1
specialists, using telex and fax to bypass
government agencies and communicate
directly with researchers of their choice and with market representatives.

IT also offers experts a means to test traditional wisdom. One project on water management
in Indonesia, for example, used computers to simulate the traditional water rotation schedules
controlled by local shaman. The simulation models using the taditional methods produced
better results than the models using modem methods recommended by experts.

IT can provide the means for yet another ye of participation - on the part of the
developing counties themselves. 1T can give a larger role to borrowers in the Bank loan
preparation process, and support greater collaboration between Bank staff and borrowers.
With better communications, Bank staff can more easily involve borrowers in the resolution
of new issues as they arise. With beter access to information from the field, and the ability
to analyze it, borrowers can add greater value to the loan preparation process.

IT can also enhance collaboration among developing countries themselves. Many Latin
American countnies are now using electronic networks to share information and experience
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between countries, as well as to disseminate
information to remote areas. By sharing Agri-Infomiacs
information, developing countries can
improve their understanding of the The agricultural sector of li*.y stiU employs
requirements for successful development abnoss 50% of the diilan worforce. However, thereuiemnt infonnatlon resourcs of the sector arc ezremel
efforts. They can also use rr to shlare iormlnrsum fresco r amJefforts. They can also use IT to share poor, and constrain the ability offanners to make
information on global markets in order to appropnate biusiness decisions. Crmnly, the
strengthen their position in the world Mi,isnsy of Agricuture (MOA) is one of the least
economy. comptwerized segmens of the Gowernment -

although agricultural information has a weyy -high
pubic good contact. There is no wide-area-network

Improving governance (WAN) tht links Ankara with thefield offices,-and
very lAtiu data ffing in either direcion). The
MOA could be a showpiece for agency
modernization through a systemaic program to

Current problems. Government decision- define infonnation requiremnt, restwrcure work-
makers today operate under complex and paterns and create an enabling technological
uncertain conditions. Moreover, the role of enwronume, bsed on field, office PCs, a WANR,
government is shifting under their feet. As and remote-sensig satcAite data acquisition systenm
resources become increasingly constrained, Sourc. Turkey - Infonntics and Econonmc
and demands upon them grow, government Moddzmon
can no longer "go it alone." They must be
able to motivate and support other actors in
designing and implementing development
activities. Unfortunately, government offices generally lack the information required to
effectively plan and manage rural development under these circumstances. Effective
governance under these conditions demands a significant improvement in government's
ability to obtain timely, accurate data, conduct reliable analysis, monitor government-
supported activities, and communicate with a wide range of stakeholders.

Oppontunities fom IT. IT can support improved govemance in a number of ways. The
patterns of IT use in developing country government offices are very similar to those of
organizations in industrialized countries. They generally begin by using IT to improve
routine administrative processes and financial management. After some experience with IT,
and usually relying on some technical support, they begin to utilize the technology to
improve policy analysis, planning and decision-maldng, debt and adjustment management,
and program implementation.

One such usage occurred in Kenya. where the Ministry of Agriculture used a microcomputer
in budget allocation meetings to show decision-makers the consequences of adding or cutting
parficular projects as those decisions were being made. The result was far better allocation of
resources and more timely decision-maldng (Brodman, 1985). Morocco presents another
example, where one project aims to strengthen financial planning and control, improve
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resource mobilization, and promote trade and indigenous industies. 1T components
constitute more than half the project costs. (Hanna, 1991)

IT's ability to improve communications between central authorities and the field also supports
better decision-making, responsiveness, and monitoring. In Turkey, for example, 39
provincial agricultural extension and research offices have been linked together, and with the
central office, enabling them to share information and provide one another with assistance.
These improved communications not only strengthen govemment performance, they also
support central authorities' willingness to decentralize control over resources by improving
their ability to coordinate field organizations, motivate field managers, and monitor field
activities. Indonesia's successful National Family Planning Agency, for example, combines
strong central monitoring systems and regular reporting with decentralized day-to-day
authority and rapid feedback from the field.

A ;S-uemacapproach..

Needs assessment. in o,* to-suport iTadoption'that wil cotibe to aral delo Wuen.- iSesenti
o begin wi the need, of the rral community. As afirst step, afibiry stddned o ..

-- denfyi the: neds and priorities of rural comnwifies for such: areas ar agricu-aure: natural resource
managemet, and heal.

- Dtmine the s f infonration needed to hepm thAose neds, ldin ia
.h ua popadati onand trasitted toplc-aers an spret dsgnr, n ifration -hrd n

-eenninehegapsbeween the infonon cwvt ailabieaandwhat needed.

- Deterinehow J can he4c dose thes gaps and build valuable 'ynergiest b priding across
secton.

S i o soleaed' Thereit considerabledocntationthfaocontribute aisccess

-Furthiermnore,. it issondifflic -to assessM pactof lTacaaybcawemwry of sh:bfs are dic
tomasr. ~one s eanfrmeseiec, twilbeIpotnts dwo useJi ahnooisfrmr

imea im( oryr&-t o u c i , c o , to , ' Ti o i o
'RY .criii ilia.z f - ;- f

-: - :-- : - e- --- -- y: .. -- - - - -- -- . - - -e- - - f - . -- .f.ff .. - . -f~.... ....-effortso. ietf~de 3
iiiJ~tecmo fl

Simply gathering more information is not enough. It is essential to ensure that tfie
information is of good quality, reliable, timey, and presented in a useful way. To do so,
information system designers must clearly identify users' goals, the infornation that users
need to achieve those goals, and the process by which that information will be gathered and
entered into the system. This step must be takn before adopting any technology. It is this
step that makes the adoption of rT "needs-driven' rather than "technology-driven".
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This first step is important, as demonstrated in the private sector of industrialized countries.
It is estimated that more than half of major system implementations fail. These failures are
rarely due to technical aspects. Rather, they result from poor understanding of users'
information needs. Not addressing the users' needs, while imposing changes that users do not
assimilate are at the core of the failures. In many developing countries the same problems
apply, but compounded by the rush to adopt hardware, before clarifying how the information
system is to serve the users. To avoid these pitfalls, it is essential to begin with an
information strategy, however simple.

Use of 1T has been shown to stimulate govemment decision-makers' interest in ensuring data
are accurate, as well as providing them with a means for assessing and controlling the quality
of field data. During their attempts to use microcomputers to analyze field data, for
example, a department in the Kenya Ministry of Agriculture realized that the field data they
were using were highly flawed. Their rapid response to inadequate data motivated field
personnel to improve data collection methods (Brodman, 1985).

The use of microcomputers can also encourage staff to improve their analytical skills and to
apply those skills in decision-making. By maldng it easier to do statistical analysis and to
apply techniques such as scenario-building, microcomputers often stimulate development and
greater use of analyfical skills. Furthermore, they provide the means for staff to explore
these new alternatives.

Natural resource manageuent.

Curent problems. Despite widespread recognition of the importance of environmental
proteton and natural resource management, it continues to be rare for farmers and others in
rural areas to have ready access to information on environmentally sound practices. It is also
difficult for those responsible for nawral resource development and management to analyze
the complex relationships between natural resources and economic, environmental, and social
factors that affect them.

Opponumitiesfronm 12. Industrialized countres have adopted 1T in a number of ways to
support environmental planning, monitoring, and natural resource management. SiLx major
types of systems are used:

* Monitoring systems
* Large-scale storage systems, such as data banks
* Simulation and calculation models
* Decision-support systems, such as expert systems
* Training technologies
* Telecommunications technologies
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These systems are not necessarily
independent of one another. For example, Leons from Africa
an expert system may assist extension
agents to use a large database. Mowuaand Schwarefonmdfive major constrants in

JR application.

Developing countries are increasingly - lostitutiond: imsfiden planning, lack of
turning to these technologies to help them in mageu cmmimem, unclear objecives,
environmental management. For example, impracticatrategkics qquickfixe

national environmental information systems
are being established to support natural - Human: shortage of qualifed staff, inaequare
resource management in Burkina Faso, compeaIsaion, insufficient counUWrpanh, high mn
Guinea-Bissau, and Nigeria. Computerized ovr of staff. lack of career prosects
pollution abatement technologies are used in - Fuin: -rdesed costs, lack of recurrent
Indian petrochemial plants to reduce f
pollution. Monitoring systems, particularly
remote-sensing and geographic information - Loa envitmm lack of vendor repreKation,
systems (GIS), are increasingly used in lack of aftersales services and pars, i of
developing countries to help monitor the pnrvar1public secor wages
physical environment, analyze spatial - Technologr lunied a7aability of hard- and
information in urban and rural planning, sojhvare, inappropriate software.
and determine the location and extent of
environmental problems in order to As they note, hesefactors are not unique o Africa.
strengthen natural resource management, nor to Ionnafion Tednology. Hence the need to
agriculture, and water resource development idantify coree on agrce on rmiw di. action,
projects.

The visual power of GIS maps help users
understand and gain a "feel for" their own area, and the environmental changes that are
occurring over time. Those using GIS maps in the field have discovered that farmers and
other rural groups find it easy to understand the maps, and the information they present.

Inprove opportunities for women in development.

Current problems. In most developing countries, women continue to be excluded from most
decision-making fora. They have limited input into designing programs that strongly affect
them, little or no control over those progamms, and little access to resources that would help
raise their standards of living.

Oppomrunies fiom IT. 1T can help open opportunities for women by improving their access
to the various kinds of information they need, providing them channels for influencing
programs at affect them, and offering means for them to share their experience and
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mobilize their power. For example, fT can
provide a communications network for ITfor enawuwwiae nxwgeunenr.

women producers' that would offer
information about input and market prices. In Chad, IT is being used to help develop a
By strengthening the ability of rumal sustainabk integrarion of crop-livestodc acrivities
financial institutions to manage and monitor duir are technically and socially acceptable iTwill

also be used to train local scientists to conduct
small loans, 1T can enable those institutions rewed analyses.
to implement credit programs designed to
assist rural women entrepreneurs. In some A heath planning project in China used a GIS to
countries - Pakdstan, for example -- fT map and anabze housing density. health data, and
programs are important because they enable water qualy. lhe GIS analyses showed a strong
women to get access to information and link betwen housing density, health probkms,wominingin tohget paccss to eir own homes. waterquality probhws and sanitatwn problems. Astraining mn the privacy of their own homes. a result, $6.5 million was shifted awayfrom road

constuction to imnprove conditions in a slum area.

IT can also be used to provide training to The World Rank is supporting an IT-intensive
women in a wide variety of areas, from projec in the Republic of Guinea, which wilt help

small business development to health care. manage WEst tracs offores:. mntain lad rghts, . . . . s,~~~~~~~m* and uzprove offshorefishery planng andComputer-based multimedia tmining renors, andhp
programs can be used effectively by women
with limited or no literacy or numeracy
skills. Radio, and other distance learning
programs, can offer training in a number of areas, as well as providing current information
in areas such as marketing, input availability and prices, health care, family planning
progrms.
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5. HOW CAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY BE USED FOR
RURAL DEVELOPMENT?

The previous section suggested ways in
which IT can support Bank priorities. In A missed oppotunity.
considering how fT can be used most
effectively, a usel rule of thumb is to look wemome farmses In the Central Afticat aepubgiceaom money by selling manic that the yhave grated
for ways IT will permit people to do things and washe4 a back-breaking ctvity. owever,
better, faster, cheaper than before. By washed manloc Is pedishable and many women
beginning with the needs and objectives of loose money If the lorries that rreguied visit the

vilages do not appear and the maniac goes to
users, and considering ways IT can support waste. Farmers and tnrck ownes agree that .
attainment of those objectives, innovative small announcement on local radf about trck
applications of 1T can be developed. Three movements and previous day's pres would be of
major groups of users are considered below: geatrval. Unfortunately Ithasnothappene4 so
rural people, public and private sector
intermediaries, and Bank staff. For each
group, access to IT has and can be used to
serve rural development goals. The following exanples are only indicative.

Rural people

0 Bevter

- Farmers' organizations can use fax and/or e-mail to obtain better information for
teir members and speak more effectively on behalf of their members, strengthening
their advoacy role. (However, more research is required to find out what the role
of IT has been in the promotion of smaller farmers, as opposed to the "high
jacking" of resources by larger farmers.)

- Rural groups can use video camoorders to present their needs and potential solutions
more effectively to policy makers through the use of visual images.

- Farmers and other rural groups can easily use powerful multimedia training
progrms with touch screens, even if they are not literate.

- Vertcal farmers' organizations can use telecommunications, radio, and/or packet
radio to obtain and transmit price information in order to become integrated
production and marketing chains, providing them with greater strength in
negotiating with buyers.
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The penties of ciinging to obsokte mwss-production nornns can be seen in the Paciflc Northwest of the U.S.
where wheat growers continue to produce only a few wheat varieties, all of which are cukivatdd by
standardized methods. (omO varfeties of wheat could be grown in this region, and different cutvauion
methodr could producefurher differentiation.) Pomeranz, Rubenthalr and Sullivan (1987) point out dat the
mass-production wheat-growing strategy eaves expor-oriented agriculture highly dnerabie 'We farmers)
haw been sayingfor many years that we know what is bestfor our customers and we have one wheat that
meets all their needs. This Ls tantamount to saying that ifthey do not like our wheat, they can get it elsewher
This Is what they have done. a

In that artice, the authors essentially argue for a production system thatfinds out what differen customes
want and then provides it to them. In meeting this challenge, telecommunications could play an instrmntal
role- One aompk is a farmer who established a computer connection with an overseas broker to flnd out
about garbanzo bean yields in a counuy that completed its harvest in February. With this immediate
knwledge, he could then decidc whether or not to plant garbanzo beans on his ownfarm in early Mardh. By
iailizlng containerized cargo shipping methods, he could then build a market identityfor his panriclar crops.
And by meeting consumers' demand, he would be in a good position to compete forJfuure orders (Ochis
1986) This samefarmer earned via a computer bulltin board (accessed through his personal computer) that
a Midde Eastern countny was seeing to buy lentils. In collaboraton with otherfamer he was abk to
respond with a direct bid. In Alaska, once a sateUite earth staton was instaled at afish paddag plantk c the
Aleutian Islands, the business was able tofill ordfersfrom its headquartfaster and to change the-ype of
fish caught in response tofluctuations in New York prices. Trappers, once hostage to the vilUage store, can
now compare prices at city auction houses before selling theirfurs (Hudson, 1984).

Of course, instantaneous ifonnaton is aLso available to buyrs offarm produce. Iowa BefPrceors (lBP)
uses a satellite netwo* which allows their buyers in thefieldto keep in touch with the home officeso t hey
canfin out the pice they should offer to cattle growers, the quantity they should buy, and -the optimal
delivwy date. Besides trying so obtain the lowest possible price, )BP scdules catk deliveries to keep -ts
processing plants operating at near capacity (Stevenson, 1981). The growing information imensity of., U.S.
* agriculture can be seen in the flourishing nenvwrk of computer networks and databases, incuding, for
ecampl. AGRICOLA, AgriData and CIN.

So=e ural America in the Information Age.

* Faster

- Farmers can get information about daily market prices on the radio or through e-
mail notices posted at a local center before taldng produce to market.

- Rural people get information via radio about impending weather threats.

- Rural midwives can get immediate information about particular health problems
from a microcomputer at a local clinic.
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Small craftspeople in isolated villages can get information about transportation via
radio.

* Cheaper

- Rural advocacy groups can make video tapes cheaply with camcorders to describe
their problems and suggested solutions through powerful visual and oral messages.

- Community groups can develop their own radio programs, addressing local needs

- Rural people can get high quality, consistent training at low cost via distance
education or interactive training technologies

- Advocacy groups in different parts of the country - or the world - can
communicate with one another relatively inexpensively using e-mail or fax

Staff of public and private intermediaries

* Berter

- Training institutes can use multimedia to provide consistent, high quality taining
that is available whenever the learner requires it and that 'tilors' the instruction to
the learner.

- Advocacy organiations can get and use information to support their case to
decision-makers. For example, NGOs in Latin America use microcomputers to
analyze the impact of public policies and programs on target groups, and use the
information to improve accountability of public and private organiations to
beneficiaries.

- Extension workers can use expert systems for immediate access to expert advice and
information, e.g., about dealing with a partcular pest infestation under particular
conditions.

- Planning officials can use expert systems and geographic informration systems (GIS)
to improve their understanding of complex land requirements and conditions and to
improve land use planning, including land titling and establishment of a land
marke2
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* Faster
IntrA e VUideor lkauon fh l -ng

Extension offices can use satellite
communications, e-mail, or fax to Thc irrigation systeow in India ar ssen ial for
provide agents with up-to-date sufficientfoodproduction. To operate and maintain
information on current conditions the svsem, rndian officdafs estimate that they need

to train more than 100,00 irrigation engineers in
and the latest findings, for instance the coming decade.
on probable pest outbreaks.

The Education Development Center (C) -under
Health care workers in different contrat with USAJD- dewloped pilot interactive
regions, or countries, can use Wdeodisc (I) to teach irrigaion engine. The
telecommunications or e-mail to project producedfive AV programs:
communicate with one other * a mantenance
regarding epidemics arnd other * fop water requirements
widespread health problems. * drainage problem and solutions

* working with water users' associations
Meteorological stations can * waterflow measurwent

provide rapid information about 7e response has been waasnc, paicularly
changing weather conditions and because the project trained more enginer; sham
make estimates of weather impact hithertossibe and allowedfor cmre fleidble,; on-
on sowing dates and harvest dtjob trining. Te Ministy of Water and dit
timing. Cetal Water Commission deided to-make- the

otwning programs morc wide accessibk, ohb-
Irigation engineers can use c aVd by *e

- -E~~~~~~~emlopmcn of odiherMn progra. ----. ::.-
microcomputers to provide
ongoing control of small irrigation
systems.

Cheaper The winner of de 1993 Imennedia Prize -John S.
Andah, Counsellor at the Pan t ican

Advisory services can use desktop Teleommwiations Union, Zaire- suggested
publishing to create effective seYeral applications for mobil sateite
publications at low cost. zuoes inA. incling:

- dTrai nsporting oftenaL to uiages on market
Training institutes can use distance days to provide voice, tel andfaJ communications
education to offer courses to forafee;
workers in isolated areas, or to
offer classes from a world-class - Qiping kong distn road Wad .
institution in one country to trpzsaorterswivthminar fadlitmovemnof

goods and timely help in case brea kdown
students in other countris, at --- 
much lower costs tian would be p- -plac -of yis by requet of rural
required to send the students to the oa:ons.rgan
classroom. :_-_:_-_-_-_:-_::_-_ _ _
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- A Ministry of Agriculture can get some kinds of infonnation on remote and
inaccessible areas more cheaply from a GIS than from sending out survey teams.

- A health clinic can get information via email more cheaply than sending for a
doctor from town.

Bank staff

* Better
A* oppotunidy

- Task managers can use
The Bank -hhpfrom the Bank-wide Leaming telecommunications, e-mail, or fax
.Gr.ouyp .on.-. Pa.rticipadon- -s- prepanng -a to stay in closer and more effective
panlclpawy lhandbookThe book aiins-to orovwde contact with intended project
projed manages- widh best practces and cwampkes

f idpoq pproaches -o dvopmm T beneficiaries and with borrowers.
.hadboo willUfollw a tditional Bankfoumut:
p-... . Trainers can use interactive

training technologies to provide
. ii.v....... do.t wl.. consistent, high quality training to
effctelergtoo Proectmanaei coul...... . .. a8at.:a.d pull . more staff.
uthehandboo..f.. oe,o .. m.perand . s..
sefrmr adexesinstaff sittoagether, dicss.
a,d.de,ide eta ' The ,anpect wi -i. Task managers can use
allow- he projet maaer to: folow through microcomputers to access
~flffeiwm scenarlN: ~whar ~. 27w program acoud databases from institutions around
a-eowforfarmert so give answers to questions from the world.
the projeci mnager, but also provide on-screen
infoimdonon :OpeAtionalDirectives orEvalkuation
findings, for ins ranc& - Bank staff can use project

management software to improve
management of projects.

* Faster

- Task managers can use telecommunications, fax, and e-mail from laptop computers
to get and send infonnation and messages quicldy to and from the field.

- Bank staff in different offices can use 'groupware' - software designed to support
collaborative work - to work with one another.

- Bank staff can use e-mail to receive and transmit time-sensitive documents to those
outside the Bank more quicldy than by transportng documents via courier.
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Bank staff can refer to geographic information systems to get natural resource
information about entire regions more quickly than to depend on land survey
information.

Cheaper

- Bank staff can use e-mail to transmit documents to those outside the Bank more
cheaply than using courier services

- Trainers can train individuals in and outside Washington more cheaply using
multimedia than bringing them to classrooms.

- Task managers can hold "meetings" with people outside the Bank more cheaply
using video conferencing than transporting them to Washington.

- The Bank can use CD-ROM and other electronic storage media to cut costs by
switching from paper storage of information to electronic storage.
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6. WHAT IS REQURED TO GET THE BENEFIrS OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY?

There are two types of benefits that can be drawn from IT. One type are incremental
benefits, providing immediate improvement in a particular process or product. While
incremental benefits can be of tremendous value, they are limited in their impact to a
circumscribed process or situation within an institution. The second type of impact involves
a comprehensive shift in the way things are done that significantly improves overall
conditions and/or a range of processes throughout an institution, a set of institutions, or even
an entire country.

Getting incremental benerits

IT is relatively inexpensive, divisible, and easy to use. Consequently, relatively small
investments in IT can result in improvements in the way development projects are designed
and implemented. The requirements to gain these incremental benefits of IT include:

Improved awareness and knowledge among Bank staff

i Awareness of effective applications. It is necessary for Bank staff considering
incorporation of IT components to know what is being done and can be done using IT in
resource-poor and harsh environments. For example, to use IT in support of project
lending that benefits the rural poor and iritermediaries who serve them, it is important to
understand how IT can contribute to such projects, and to discuss those uses with the
borrower.

* Knowledge of where to get information on particular applications. An enormous number
of IT applications are available that can support Bank work. Just as an example, there
are thousands of public on-line databases. Given the number and variety of IT
applications and resources, and the rapidity with which the technology changes, it is
impossible for all Bank staff to become familiar with all IT applications. A more
realistic alterrative is to ensure that Bank staff know where to go for practical, detailed
information about alternative technologies, their applications, and their potential to fill a
particular information or training need. This paper and its recommendations (next
chapter) aim to contribute to that understanding.

Greater understanding and capability on the part of the borrower.

* Recognized need by the borrower. In order for borrowers to use IT effectively, they
must perceive the need for IT and the value it can deliver, and be willing to invest in IT
for rural development. Obviously, it is hard to perceive if you do not have a
background that can help you to conceptualize that need. The Bank can play an
important role in raising awareness of appmpriate and valuable uses of IT, and in
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supporting a policy environment that encourages the use of IT where benefits are to be
gained.

* Knowledge regarding where to get information on IT equipment and applications.
Developing country government officers need better access to information about IT, how
it has been used in other developing countries, and "best practices" in industrialized and
developing countries. They also need assistance in choosing components that are most
appropriate and cost-effective in the short and long term, and in integrating them. One
way to meet these needs would be to establish a clearinghouse that provides information
about IT, its applications, and sources of technical assistance, and also offers a channel
through which developing countries can communicate with one another about IT issues.

* Training. Examination of Bank support for IT suggests that support for training has
been insufficient. For example, a examination of Bank project allocations for IT
components showed that approximately 24% of those IT costs were for training and
technical support. By contrast, businesses generally allocate 50% or more of IT costs
for training and information support. Thus, it is important for Task Managers to
consider greater support for training in IT components.

There are teni types of training that may be needed. In some cases only "a" and "i"
below, will be required. In others, several of the following will be necessary.

a. Users may need training in how to operate the equipment. Usually this requires
very limited training - in some cases as little as ten minutes.

b. Farmers and other rural groups need training in how to use IT to gain benefits.
For example, farmers may need training in how to apply extension information they
hear on the radio or from a mobile video cassette presentation. Members of a
farmer organization may need training in how to send a query using a
microcomputer e-mail system, and how to apply the informatinn they get in
response, or to send a follow-up query.

c. Decision-makers may need training in how to utilize information effectively. This
type of training often involves Bank staff or advisors working collaboratively with
the decision-makers. While the need for this training may be highlighted by the
presence of IT, it is often training that is required io improve decision-making in
any case.

d. Research and management staff may need training in data analysis and effective
ways to present information to decision-makers. If researchers and managers are
unaccustomed to conducting quantitative analysis, they are likely to need training to
use IT for such analysis. The technology itself, however, can facilitate development
of these skills, both by automating the calculations, and by providing computer-
based training in these skills.
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e. Management staff may need training in the use of microcomputers to support
management tasks. Such training should include examination of the factors that
have proven to be critical to successful use of microcomputers to improve
management in industWialized countries

f. Clerks, accountants, and others may require training in utilizing spreadsheets,
datbs, or other packaged software. Generally, training in utilizing the software
can be done quickly. In many cases, however, trainees will also need training in the
logic of building a spreadsheet or creating a database.

g. Trainers and faculty may need training in effective ways to utilize training
technologies and integrate them into ongoing training programs.

h. An ongoing training-of-trainers program is needed to ensure that trainers will adapt
to and keep pace with technological advance.

i. Staff responsible for maintaining I1 equipment need to be trained in equipment
maintenance. Often, this training is limited, and can be completed in a day or less.

j. Staff responsible for repairing equipment may need training. Generally, IT
equipment repair requires considerable technical skills, and the adopting
organization should not attempt to build such an in-house capability. Rather, it is
preferable to identify and rely on an outside vendor that specializes in 1T repair. In
most counties, there are numerous companies that specialize in computer repair and
can handle most 1T equipment. In unusual cases, it is worthwhile to train some
staff of an external organization to repair specialized equipment.

k. Some organizons will have information systems professionals who can modify or
develop software to meet specific organizational needs. In such cases, these staff
may require training.

E&plici focus on rural development needs.

e Measures to ensure IT adoption is needs-driven. It is crucial that 1T adoption respond to
and be defined by development needs and objectives. IT that is adopted simply with the
hope that somehow the technology will solve management, communications, or other
problems is likely to prove disappointing. The best way to ensure that IT supports
achievement cf oganizaional goals (of a mnistry, the Bank, or others) is to conduct an
Ir strategy. Even a simple IT strategy exercise - identifying the goals, the 'crifical
informationW needed to support realization of those goals, and the role 1T can play in
providing that information - will help ensure that IT benefits the adopting organization
and is cost effective.
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* Investment for rural development. Although the cost of IT has dropped dramatically,
technologies do require capital investment and coverage of recurrent costs. What is
needed is clear, explicit support for programs and projects that use IT to support the
needs of the rural population for training, information, and communications.

* Adequate physical infrastructure. Often, IT is considered to be inappropriate for rural
areas because the physical environment is harsh and resource-poor. Yet,
microcomputers are extremely sturdy, and experience in developing countries has shown
that they can survive quite hostile physical conditions. While environmental problems
(e.g., heat, dust, fluctuating electricity) do need to be addressed, they can usually be
easily overcome at relatively low-cost. For example, voltage stabilizers can provide an
inexpensive solution to fluctuations in electrical current. Dust covers can protect
microcomputers in most situations. Although it is best to keep microcomputers in a
relatively cool room, they have often been used without problems -- or air conditioning -
- in climates where temperatures get quite high.

Getting the ful benefits

Incremental benefits of using 1T can be sizeable and of tremendous value. Exploiting the full
potential of 1T, however, will require far greater commitment, involving a comprehensive
approach toward the role of information in rural development.

A radical change in perspective.

Today we approach rural development through different sectors: health, education,
agrictwme or private sector develop. ent, for instance. This segmentation has been
necessary to permit development of s ficient expertis, where even one sector is too large
for one individual to understand in dq h. Furthermore, even when there has been
recognition of the advantages of a "hol .tic' approach, the size and complexity of integrated
rural development programs has made them difficult to implement successfully.

This sectal approach is based on the reductionist tradition, which centers on the elements
themselves, rather than on the interactions between them. It is based on precision of details,
modifying one variable at a time, but with il-defined goals. Therefore, the sectoral approach
also has serious disadvantages. Many development goais cut across sectors -- goals such as
reducing poverty, increasing participation, managing natural resources. A sectoral approach
to these goals often results in unnecessarily high costs, due to redundant training, equipment
investnent, and personnel.

The Training and Visit approach of agricultural extension is strong on procedures: regular
and controllable visits to farmers, monthly training sessions for staff, and periodic meetings
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between research and extension, for instance. However, this focus has sometimes meant that
staff would strictly follow farm visit schedules, but with little to tell the farmer.

Worse yet, solutions that would be successful under a cross-sectoral approach, are foregone
because they are not cost-effective when considered on a sector-by-sector basis. For instance,
the US Community Learning Information Network (CLIN) would not be supported by the
users if they would have to pay for information on only one sector, like agriculture. As it
turns out, they are happy to support their local network, because if gives them information
and entertainment on all aspects they consider important.

Keywords in the systemic approach are: linkages, interaction, results, global view. It leads
to multidisciplinarity and to objective-oriented action. The private sector is much more
systemic in its approach than the public sector. Peters and Waterman for instance found a
number of common factors among the best performing US businesses. These principles of
excellence in management ' are essentially systemic.

The need for a cross-sectoral approach is
particularly apparent in considering The popular Brtish radio show 'the Archers" -a
investments in IT. IT that could train soap opera about rural life- is essentially systemk.
health professionals, farmers, engineers, Facts and opinions about many aspects of rural life

are interwoven in the story of a famning fanily. The
teachers, and others is not adopted because show has successfully transferred information to

no single group can afford the technology and from rural and urban audiences. It could not
independently. Microcomputers that could have been successful for forty years if it had

assist local health clinics, schools, followed a narrow sectoral approach.
cooperatives, and small businesses are not
adopted because no single organization can
afford one.

1T is unique, however, in that --to realize its full potential rather than incremental
improvements- it both requires a multidisciplinary, cross-sectoral approach and provides
the means for creating the information management capability necessary to make such a
cross-sectoral approach successful.

Experiences in rural areas of industrialized countries indicate a need for a more systemic,
user-oriented approach. The EC funded Opportunities for Rural Areas (ORA) project for
instance will focus on rural tourism (the second largest source of employment in rural
areas), local and regional administration, small businesses and teleworking. If developing
countries are to gain the full benefits of IT, this type of systemic, cross-sectoral,
multidisciplinary approach will be needed. Such an approach implies a new role for

' These arincidles are: acton-oriented; client-oriented; autonomy and quality of entrepreneur; people
productivity; close contact with staff for shared values; specialization; simple structure with few bosses; balanced
commitment and relaxation. From: T.S. Peters and R.H. Waterman; In search of excellence, Lessons from
America's Best-Run Companies, Warner Books, Inc., New York, '1984.
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The Nordic Telecottages

Thefirst teecostage opened in 1985 in Sweden. It has been so successfid that more than.fity were operational
qfter five years. The aim of the telecostages is *o provide isolaed viUage commwudies with access to data-
processing, telecomnicarion, and computer-assisted services. The purpose is to counteract geographical
disadvantaes. Thefollowing basic serwces are provided:

- information services: access to regional, national and interational databases;
- data-processng services: access to computers with a selction of programs:
- IT consultanciesw the telecottage management is undertaken by an 'IT caretaker', who also assists
local businesses and organizations:
- distance worlkng: providing wodrstationsfor distance worJing;
- education: open university rype and onlne tutorials:
- telecomunications:fax, e-mail. etc.;
- vilage hall facilities: rooms andfacilitiesfor meetings, information.

Almost aU teeconages are organized as joint stock companies. In most tdecottages the local municipality is
the:major share-holder, but in many there are also private share holders. Most have between two and,five
pmonad computers, one or two printers. modems and afax. NormaUly there are two employees: director who
ads as caretaker and local IlT cnsuktant and teacher, and a secmtary who nsm dly adivities andprovides
word-processing and other services for local businesses. The necessary capital Ues between $IW,00 and
$200,O0 with much cheaper ones too, often based on pubic grants. Asfor operating cost, afew are publicly
supported, while most start with public support, but are required so be se7f supporting within three tofour
Yws. Source: Qwrvrup 1989.

govemment, for development experts, and for Bank staff. Instead of acting as authorities
delivering a product or service to a passive rural population, they will need to foster local
mobilization for action, support local participation, establish feedback loops from rural areas

to the center and create opportunities for interaction between themselves and rural people, for
instance. For extension programs, the government role would shift from source of
information to information broker, assisting farmers where to find relevant answers to their
questions.

A more realistic model of technology transfer

The common perception of technology transfer is that research generates new technology,
extension passes it on to the user. "From the knowledgeable to the grateful." (Prof. Bunting,
private conversation) This model assumes the transfer to be linear, sequential and one-
directional. Reality proves all three assumptions wrong.

Rural people are not simply depositories of technology that was developed somewhere else.
Most are actively involved in the creation of new technology, simply by trying out new
things, be it different ways of preparing food, planting seeds closer, or changing grazing
patterns on a hill side. Because rural people have often been doing this for many years, or
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TOWARD A RURAL INFORMATION UTIf

Lik water and electricfty. ,rformadon can be made readily awvalabke to rural ommunitis. Alhough not
every houehold will be connected, ewy community can be linked to a gobal iifmrion netwnt

WhM ist an Infrmatox uaUhYt? An infornution utifity is a network of Itactive, digita Wfomaton
tedhologies, eng users so cmmicate dchaply with one another and with many odter l,foumwaon
sources. It provides the user wih tailor-made inforurationfrom a iaiety ofsources on many d(t7rewt topics.
Becaue of its mulisectoral approach, the iufonnatan utilty would befinanclaUy sel-supporting. Just as we
build one road-to conyfamrs, doctors, and teachrs, the information usiity serves information needs aaoss
the agricutuwal, healh and eduation sectors, for Instance.

11 Bpossiblk? l*c tednologyfor an information ailit aledy exsts. hat remains is to tailorsoftware
to different audinces, establsh community "informaion centurs, ' and build telcommunications systems in
rurl areas.

Js Jt deira bk? here are many cxamples of "irfonnaion hunger' being met with a wilingness to pay.
provided that thdoe benfs are percived to be biggec than the costs. This is more likely if heuscm' dmznd
is take as- de point of deparu, rather than thL usual supDvdriyen agriculturaltension adwse, healh
promotion or adut education progrms, for whichfew rural people are wiling to pay.

Is It sustainabl? Lik othertypes of infrastrcture, an inform on uiityrequires skeable capital invesmet.
^et spread over all n, t- iaveshnent vwuuldnot beprohbitive in many counris. Furte
mny ruria people will be wiing and. abk to payfor service. Studies of ekphone use Indicare that rura
people- will paypremiun suresto use a telephone, often coering the operations of the sten veryquickly.
-unhe,nore NOs are oJten crrative in keeping costs down, e.g., by singpublic don infornnaion and
buyingsecondhand hardware.

-- ,* -with- 
Who will pay? As wihother utilites, different users pay differn rates. Users'fees should cover operation
and maintenance; NGOr and bilatenzi donors may be willing to pay capital cus.

Has Itbeedone bfr developind coaturies? Yes. For instance in India, where the Mnistay of Rural
Develop tin omputers at village ll to the national network to faciltate rural planing;- or in
Malaysia,- where rural banks ave initiated a "rural informatics pgram" (Woods, p 93); or 'in Souh Africa
whereplanning hasstarted oran infomaion utlitysystemfor "social advancemnt".

1Werrec are dhe piffals? Despite the drop in capital cost, and means for coming rcewret costs, an
information utility represents a major investme. The investnent is even greater where -dectricity and
tellcommwcatIons steawouldirst have tobe:srengthed. Also, in h Ian case, for eapwle, some
of thegSovernt': mewtiwvaion to ivest was inspiredby the desire to monitor and controL Fwuhenore, the
skil and commiment for bringinga bowt a dcange of this scale are in short supply, particularlyin develkping
countries - withth limxatios even greater in rural areas.

even centuries, they are also important safekeepers of rural information. 1T is being used to
record some of the fast-disappearing local knowledge. (Jiggins, pers. comm.)
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Also, rural people are active
The gowmwt se to play a domint rok n Moroccan transferrers of information. Many
agriculture. To disgage she Sae, ihe Rgfioxal Jrigaton traditions in rural areas all over fte
OruanawIons no longer see thensudvws as the OY world depend on rapid
nfomnation source. Th are changing Towan. a broea communication. IT is now building
'o°. upon age-old traditions of puppets,

The Imfordun meem of faners :w identpfied thrugh drama, story telling and other
pa7lcipatory diagnosis. how iagk are pu on tha vewical communicative acticns, for instance
s of a matrix AU ea of ha Informadon ar put on by the Tunisian chamber of

the horizontl awis, including othr public sector agriculture, faxing for information
exrf or3aniatlon,s aud SVGO ffanL with Italian consultants. Likewise,

oiiuzaloiw. researchers are active transferrers
The public :aension serce iV*tho 1SCe iogaoASw o and users of information, not just
ditscuts d na mtrix, effeadwly matdrcn, demand for creators of new technology.
Informadon wilh its Um. T rs an agrmen X t
"who ill do what, nuy eyar, More realistic, cyclical and dynamic

_________d_______________,,_____________ -- models of technology transfer, that
recognize the mass of complex and

multi-directional flows of informatioin, are being developed. The application of those models
and the application of 1T in rural development strengthen each other. Farmers and
researchers are already communicating directly with each other. Farmers and agro-business
managers are increasingly communicating through lT-supported channels. Scientific
language is utanslatedu into user-understandable language by using lT's capacity to
visualize, making complex issues clear to illiterate people, particularly with the use of
touch-screen and voice recognition.

This will mean a new role for public advisory services. They will be smaller and better.
They will support an array of exsting and developing advisory services and, on a residual
basis, wiil they meet farmers' information needs directly, where they are not being met
otherwise.

Support for enpowenment of die poor
In: Brazil's Amazon, pre-liare Inian-s kanito

Those in positions of power, who now operate camcords fter 15 mwet 4istruction.

control decision-making, will have to accept Literacy trainers inEcuadorproducaudotain
even support - a participaory role for . M hou. In Gu can w

the rural poor and a change in the current not;kow how to pete rpe .t, mu ess00cmpaesfxwnnrig, smeisagg.r ojurals
bias toward urban development. This need o
for change exists among govemment
officials, expert consultants and advisors, ---
and Bank staff. The proper incentives and
sanctions are critical in promoting participation. fT applications can make a modest
contribution by better informing policy makers and public service managers through
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providing a more powerful voice for the rural poor. IT applications have been demonstrated
in increasing accountability through disclosure, attractive visualization and rapid
dissemination of information.

Again, getting full advantage of IT not only requires these changes but also supports them.
For example, IT can provide 'models,h in the form of television interviewers, of experts
who seek out inforniation rather than simply delivering conclusions. IT can offer the means
for rural people to communicate input and for central decision-makers to be able to process
that information.

Telekoumunkadons as an Empowensent Tool

A key issue in she emerging rok of telecommunlcatlons Is how It alters - or reinforca - eistng power
relarionskips between bwyers and sellers. 2)picaly, maJor corporationt uw teeconumunications to enhance
-their mart advantages, often, if inadvertnetly. at the epense of ral Ameica, whose we of
elecomnmmications is usually a defensive attempt to stay competitive.

But can n n be used to rnansfonn existing market reationships tofavor rral America, or at
last equalize bargaining power in the marketplace? Severa participants epssed great interest in -i s
potentiaL One reason this issue is inportant to rural economies, said Marty Stange,. Is because 'rural
economies are characterizd by many selers of undifferentiated products andfew buyers - which is the c-ad

*opposite ofurban-mar*ers. Ihis has a special impact on the-small commerdalfanner, who vmains the most
omnpresenmt business activity in rural areas (even if the occupation doms not ealoy: the auvest number f
rural.peopk),' said Strang&-

The newtsrend in many ivestock-raising areas is direct buying, thebuyer visits-kargerfanmu(min1um00#1.0/1)
head of cattle). quotes a price, and makes the buy on the spot. -Smallerfanners still have to take their cattk

:aw*et, which puts them at a-serious bargaining disadvantage. If they think thepice quoted &pon- arival
ar ma*et is too low, they do not-have anyfeasible altives; maintaining the cattk at market or retring
home are both to costly. So they end up being forced to takc whaeer price is offereid . -

iar is the potential for telecommunications to remedy ths situation so that smallfanmers can get a price
on catte before moving then to market?' Strange ased 'Pacters have scuttkd most aperimets for
telnarketing of cattk becamse they do not want a more competitive environment. l7ey have monopsonsic
power.

Heather.Hudson told how one of the major cattk buyers set up a two-way tecommunicatons ssewfe
yeas ago so tdt its buwyers-in-the-field, with access tothe latest markeitata, canqoptize the priceand
of deivery of cattk. The compaV calculated that if the system allowed the to bid one4lf cent owerpe
pound ofm the system would payfor itself withins ix months.

Source. RuwvAAmerica-in the-Infonnation Age
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7. NEXT STEPS

The power and promise of information technology makes it a crucial area of attention for the
World Bank. As was noted in one Bank report, investment in IT for Bank projects is
sizeable and growing. Furthermore, the Bank is well positioned to assist developing
countries in using IT effectively to support achievement of development goals. As this report
indicates, IT can be pivotal in supporting achievement of the Bank's priority goals in rural
development.

To realize the potential of IT, concrete steps need to be taken in the short term. Some of
these steps can be taken by individual Bank staff. Others will require an institutional
commitment to using IT effectively. Given the large investment the Bank is already makdng
in 1T, such steps should have high priority.

Increase awareness and skills through information and training

* Increase awareness among Bank staff, borrowers, and consulus abou die potental of
IT in agriculural extension. One important step is to diffuse information on the
opportunities IT offers in support of rural development. Most important is information
about how IT is already being used effectively, and the kinds of applications that have
been found to be relevant for rural development. Specific steps include:

- Wide presentation of this report and its annexes, including annexes that are
completed and those that will be developed in the future, in response to the needs of
Bank staff and borrowers.

- Workshops and demonstrations on information technologies that have and can be
used effectively in developing countries.

- Establishment of one or more Bank-based 'IT Workshops for Rural
Development,' which would:

-Build on existing initiatives within the Bank (e.g. Asia Technical on GIS).

- Provide opportunities for Bank staff to gain hands-on experience, including simply
'playing around" with different applications.

-Facilitate information sharing among Task Managers form different sectors
(agriculture, health, infrastructure) involved in rural development projects with IT
components.
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* Train Bank staff in particular IT
applicatons. It will be important tO Rcently, the Bank's Economic Devclopment
build capacity within the Bank in core Institute entered into a unique commerdal Join
competencies for appraisal and venture with Team Technologies, Inc. to create and
supervisior. of IT components. fidld-test four software padkages that can
suoappervisionsof that componen. acomplement COSTAB and ctose the loop" n
Two applications that have already automatng the entire development project Uf cycle.
been identified by the Bank as key are Several modules or tools for projeca design and
computerized project management and management have already been commercalzed by
geographic information systems. The the joint venture. One moduk, PC/LogFrame, Is a
Asia Information Technology computer-assisted project design tool, used at the
Laboratory has taken the lead in very beginning of a project cycle, that provides a

promoing iffuson ad cometeny in guide for the iystemaslc analysis of interrekaedpromoting diffusion and competency in project elemnts, One innovative application of this
the use of project management rt is to use it to enhance participation by
computer programs. stakeholders and beneficiaries in project

preparation. (lanna and Boyson 1993)
It will be important to ensure that other
critical types of application are
identified, and that Bank staff build competency in using them effectively. Training can
include both hands-on training in the use of the applications, and study tours to identify
the 'critical success factors" required to adopt and apply these applications with the
greatest positive impact. Hence, it is suggested to prepare short (2-4 pages) best practice
papers on successful applications of IT in rural development projects, both inside and
outside the Bank. Also, the preparation of draft terms of reference for technical
assistance and equipment would satisfy an existing demand.

* Train rural poor as part of project components. One important way to foster effective
use of 1T in support of Bank rural development priorities is for Bank staff to encourage
appropriate tWaining of rural poor in the use of 1T as part of project components.

? Train borrowers. Borrowers also need to build capability in the use of 1T applications.
The Bank can support development of these sldlls with:

-Technical training, particularly hands-on training programs.

-Study tours to show the ways in which 1T can be used effectively and efficiently.

-Workshops on information technology strategy, to ensure that IT adoption supports
organizational goals.

* Focus the 1996 World Development Report on INFORMAT7ON. The World
Development Report has tremendous influence among Bank staff, borrowers, other
donor agencies, and development experts. It would be timely to focus the 1996 Report
on the role of information in development, and, in particular, the role of IT for rural
development.
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* invest in iqfonmation Technology Centers for Rural Development . The Bank can
spearhead establishment of centers, run as a private/public joint venture, throughout the
world. These Centers would provide a range of services, that are crucial for the
informatization of rural areas, but would not be developed without public investment.
Their services would be on a subscription and/or fee basis, and include:

- Dissemination of inforrnation on effective uses of IT for rural development, 'lesson
learned," and the factors that contribute to success, as drawn from experience in the
developing world, the newly industrialized countries, and the industrialized world.

- Technical assistance, including conducting needs assessments and helping
developing country community organizations improve their access to and
management of information. For example, assistance might involve building skills
among advocacy groups in the conduct of opinion polls and analysis of results. It
might strengthen NGO use of computers for service support, improved decision-
making, and financial management.

- Assistance in obtaining 1T equipment at low cost. The Center can pool equipment
demand in order to assist developing countries to procure equipment at lower costs
than would otherwise be possible. NGOs have pooled, serviced and distributed used
1T equipment successfully.

- Provision of a wide range of training in IT technical areas, information management
siills, information analysis, IT strategy development.

Invest in information technology for rural development

* Put rT into investment lending. Where appropriate, the Bank can lend for investments in
IT in key areas:

- Investment that supports communications between beneficiaries and researchers,
central decision-makers, and others. For example, although agricultural extension
must rely primarily on face-to-face communications, the Bank can support the use
of 1T in several ways to improve extension efficiency and effectiveness, e.g., use of
mobile video units demonstrating new farm practices, use of radio for bulletins.
Another example, would involve World Bank collaboraton widt the IFC to support
networks that provide marketing extension.

- Investment in human resource development. For example, the Bank can support
investment in using IT to provide timely information to extension agents, in trial
uses of expert systems for decision-support for extension agents, in multimedia
programs to train extension agents. It can support university training for 11
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application development specifically for agricultural planning, natural resources
management, preventative and curative health services, and other rural development
needs. It can support adult education in rural areas through distance learning where
the Bank already invests, but where effectiveness and efficiency could be improved
through the use of IT..

- Investment in the use of mass media, mobile radio, and other relevant IT to support
rural development programs.

* Put IT into adjustment lending. The Bank can address issues of access and affordability
of information for the rural poor. Also, the Bank can encourage development of an IT
strategy that aims to reduce rural poverty.

* Put IT into emergency lending. Particularly during emergencies is it important to be
informed. Rural people would benefit from advice on disease prevention and treatment,
they would like to hear where inputs and food is available. Quick disbursements for
rural radio, digital radio and mobile satellite stations would make a lot of sense, for
instance.

* Improve comnuuications between the Bank, borrowers, rural intermediaries, private
sector companies, and beneficiaries. Discussions of the importance of increasing
participation of beneficiaries in rural development projects will lack the ring of
authenticity unless the Bank itself introduces methods soliciting such participation.
Specific actions might include:

- Support establishment of an electronic network that links the Bank, the borrower,
beneficiaries, businesses, and rural intermediaries, such as provincial clinics,
selected agriculture chambers, rural adult education centers, selected NGOs, etc.

- Support establishment of an electronic network for extension that links key agents
representing markets, credit, production, and inputs.

- Use video to present Bank programs and explain Bank projects both to rural
decision makers and to the majority of beneficiaries.

- Est-blish databases that support IT adoption, and are available on-line or through
CD-ROM to borrowers. One example might be a database on advisors with
expertise in IT and experience in developing countries
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Ovenniew of Information Technologies
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ANNEX 2: CD-ROM

USING CD-ROM FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Rural development depends on rural people having access to infonrnation they need and
can use e.ftectively. Yet poor communications systems make transmitting timely, accurate
information to agricultural extension agents, health workers, and others, a difficult task.
One approach to resolving this problem is to provide rural intermediaries with CD-ROM
systems, holding vast amounts of irfformation, graphical illustrations, oral discussion, and
slides.

What is CD-ROM?

Compact Disc-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) is a storage medium that, together with a
microcomputer, offers rapid access to a very large volume of data, including:

* text;
* sound; Compatd Iternaional Agiicuuul
* computer graphics; Resereh Library
* animation;
• slides; and Th e CGLR Preservation andDissemination Project

slided a.d h. has creared one of the worlds largest integrated* a limited amount of moion video. braries on CD-ROM. 7he Compact Internaional

Agricultural Libraiy is an entire working collction
for agricukural researchers. All documnts come

Advantages of CD-ROM complete on the diskette -notjust the abstracts,' but
also including digitized graphs and color pictures,
in addition to the integral test. Tis broad range of
2,000 publications seleked by the CGIR, .nclude

1. Storage capacity books, field guides, abstracts, annual reports,
resarch highlights, technical reports, taning

Each disc can hold up to 660 megabytes manuals, symposia/workshop proceedings and,
of data, equivalent to 330,000 general and commodity news lters. The electronic
typewritten pages or 500,000 library costs USS 1,950.
bibliographic references.

2. Durability and data safety

CD-ROMs are resistant to dust, humidity, insects and fungi, power fluctuations or even
spilt coffee. While computer floppy disks are written and read with magnetic media,
which are sensitive to environmental conditions, CD-ROMs are stored and read with laser
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media, giving them high durability. Data on CD-ROMs cannot be written over, or
changed, even by accident.

3. Transportabilty
Ekctronic Compendium for Crop Protedol-

The low weight of each CD-ROM, CAB International (CABI) Is deweloping. new
about 20 grams, makes CD-ROMs a nwo ofaacessing Iiiformaion on cropprotecon
good medium for transporting huge through CD-ROM. It will soon be possJbl to say,view a swnmay of agricultural infomatlon about
amounts of data. They do not require VWetnam with a map; compile a Ust of insect pesis
any special handling or packaging. ataddng rice stems in Vinavm; cail u an

illustrated interactive key to kWentify a partfiadar
4. Low Cost species; chedC its appearance against fid color

illustrations; see it's global distribution on a -world
wh.ch map or regional largements; read abo.u iC

CD-ROMs are relative low-cost, whach o s . . .! ~~~biology and economc signiuficanc. Hgsi i' snanwl
has made them widely accessible as a enemies, caU up ther data shem and'. view
storage medium, leading to a number of illusnatons; select control methods and pesticides;
off-the-shelf CD-ROMs which can be browse through relevant abstracts of t*e lbi c,-
purchased. digrss to relaed pss mentioned; and on and n...

These features make CD-ROM a powerful
technology where there is a need for ready access to large amounts of information, and CD-
ROMs are used primarily to store resource materials. In addition, however, they are
increasingly used for training, particularly for content that is well-defined and relatively
concrete, and where training is enhanced by providing information and exercises using still
visual images, graphics, animation, and sound. Another effective use of CD-ROM is to
provide multiple layers of information in a whypercardu format -- with this approach a user
can choose to pursue deeper layers of information about particular terms or issues in which
he/she is interested.

Application Examples

CD-ROM is used across all sectors, including agriculture, natural resource management,
medicine and social sciences. Most applications involve storage of large amounts of material
which can be easily retrieved. For example CD-ROMs can provide ready access to a vast
amount of information on local pests and plant diseases (see Box 3), which can be used to
support decision-maldng in crop management and integrated pest management, thereby
increasing productivity and reducing the environmental impact of agriculture. With text,
maps, illustrations, and other easy-to-understand material, the CD-ROM can deElver crop
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protctdon information efficiently and effectively to extension agents and other intermediaries,
as well as to farmcrs themselves. For other examples see Boxes.

Requirements

1. Hanware Requirements
CTA's CD-ROM Projed

A CD-ROM system consists of a
microcomputer with a built-in or 2he Tedccal Center for Agricuurl and -Ru
separate CD-ROM drive. Internal CD- Development (CTA) selected agricultural
ROM drives fit in an empty floppy bay information servces in Cameroon, Kenya, Mali,Papua New Gu inea 7Wnldad and Tobago Western
drive inside the PC and do not require Samoa, Zre, Zambia and Zimbabwe topatidpate
their own power. Separate CD-ROM in a pilot project aimed at Improving national slf
drives have their own power supply, a sffaiency in the dsemination of sdenr(fic
cable connecting them to the agrcukural ifo,maion and-to inroducecomputer
microcomputer, and an adaptor board twenoloy in dewloping comny miformon
for the computer. seric in order to encourage the prodction of

local databae.

CD-ROM drives are either IBM-PC Organizations which disseminate scientific
compatible or Apple Macintosh agricubltura infomaton, such as ministerial
compatible. At this time, the two are libraies, universities and regional -developmet
not transferable from one to the other, 'c' D provided with die necessary CD-
although that limitation may weU ROM equipmen ad commercially available

although tha- limitation may-well databases. Up to two week of on site training werm
disappear in the coming year or two. given as well. Six to twelve monhs after

instaaion, evaluaton of the project found that the
Hardware requirements for the IBM-PC -equipmethad been sed 50 percent of the-timefor
are at least a 286, and preferably a 386 CD-ROM applications and the remaining tim was
or 486 microcomputer with 640K RAM pa towad word p , loca dbases,
and a minimum of 512K free RAM. tnp. ing fno it databases d onLc,access -to- remote databases. -On the -baris. of Ahc
Hardware required for the Macintosh succss of the pilot proect. C ep the
include 1Mb RAM. pr o tea additional sites.

Botfi systems require:

* Standard keyboard or mouse;
* Monitor (preferably VGA);
* Audio and video boards if audio and video material are on the CD-ROM (the

exception is Microsoft's Video for Windows, which can be used with a standard
VGA 256 color system with no special video card);

* Printer (not essential, but preferable); and
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* CD-ROM driver: software that enables the microcomputer to communicate with
the CD-ROM. For both types of computers -- DOS and Macintosh -- the driver
usually comes with the CD-ROM system.

The major technical concern in adopting CD-ROM is incompatibility among different
CD-ROM formats. There are two major types of CD-ROMs, the Standard and an
Extended Architecture format. It is important to establish the format that will be used in
an organization and to adopt compatible drives and discs.

2. Human Resource requirements
Evauating CD-ROMfor Exension Workers in US

CD-ROM systems are easy to operate,
and, depending on the program, a non- In 1990 die National CD-RGf Sam-lSrr a national
professional can quickly learn to search ezension refermce library containing 14.500
the CD-ROM for material. To utilize a documens, 1,9w graphics, 71 comprehensive
the CD*ROM colvicons, 65 individual computer programs and
CD-ROM system, an organization over 14 minutes of audio, was disseminated tofield
needs: offices in 119 sites representing all 50 states, the

District of Columbia, Puerto Ricco and US
o Training to ensure that users territories. 7heinfonnationspannedtopicsranmging

understand how to retrieve from water quality to community preservation and

material and are comfortable proWded soltions to the qucsdons regularly posedo USDA eesion professionals. Evaluaionof tius
with the system. Training can did ionfoundt htCD-ROMisanappropriate

take as little as a few hours or as method of dbuigextension informaion. Over
long as two weeks, depending on 95 percent of the site managers and 94 percent of
the existing skills of the user and other users at die site approved of CD-ROM to
the complexity of the CD-ROM distribute extension materiaL
program. It is generally
recommended to train several
people in the use of the CD-ROM. In some cases, certain staff positions may be
established in which a CD-ROM operator conducts information searches for
others.

* A CD-ROM system, like other microcomputer systems, requires a system
administrator, i.e., someone to manage use of the CD-ROM system and resolve
any problems that might arise. If the CD-ROM is used for training, it may be
necessary to help instructors integrate the CD-ROM programs into the regular
training program.
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3. F£nancial requirements

Basic CD-ROM systems offer a means to provide graphics, text, sound, and slides at
relatively low cost, particularly for organizations that already own a microcomputer.
Recurrent costs are low, and generally involve routine maintenance of the
microcomputer. The following costs are associated with a CD-ROM system.

Equipment costs. The basic equipment required for a CD-ROM system include:

* Microcomputer, including keyboard and/or mouse, at the cost of approximately
$1,000 to $3,500;

* CD-ROM drive, at the cost of approximately $250 at the low end to $1,800 for
very fast drives;

* Audio adaptor board, which can vary in price from about $50 to $1,500
depending on capability and quality; and

* Video board, which can vary in price from about $400 to $1,500.

CD-ROM programl/disc costs. Individual CD-ROMs vary greatly, from as litde as
$50 to as much as $1,000. The price of database subscriptions vary greatly, and are
complicated by frequent vendor discounts and complex options, based on the purchase
of back-sets, and/or whether the customer already subscribes to print products. For
example, FAO offers developing countries a 50% discount on the AGRIS database.
In general, however, subscriptions are expensive, e.g., approximately $750 for an
annual subscription to CAB Abstacts; $1,250 for Medicine from Compact
Cambridge. The forgoing prices are for individual CD-ROMs to be used on a single
microcomputer; if the CD-ROM is to run on a Local Area Network, prices are
higher.

Factors Critical for Successful CD-ROM Adoption

1. Infrastructure

Is there a good power source? Have electricity stabilizers been obtained? Is there
acceptable mail service if CD-ROMs are to be sent to users?

2. Training systems

Is there local support for training, operations, and for system mainter-ance?
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3. Recurrent costs

Is there financial coverage for recurrent costs such as database subscriptions, document
delivery, training, equipment maintenance? How will costs be covered -- by the
institution or from user fees (from those requesting a search from a CD-ROM operator)?

4. Dissenbation

How widely will the CD-ROMs be disseminated, and what costs and logistics are
required?

5. Compat

Is the CD-ROM drive compatible with the microcomputer? Is the CD-ROM drive
compatible with the CD-ROMs that will be used?

6. Evaluadon

How will the system be evaluated? Some factors to consider tracking include:

- Number and kdnd of searches;
- User satisfaction;
- Problems encountered and teir solution; and
- Operating costs.
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ANNEX 3: Computer networks

USING COMPUTER NETWORKS IN RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

7he Increase in accessibilry to computers wordwide and the new computer
communicatlon software packages makes it possible now to use the computer as a means
forcommunication and information retrieval. For example. a computer user in India or S.
Africa can:now communcate to other users worldwide with the help of a reliable modem
and a teephone line. Computer users with such connections can also dial up a large
uiiber of local, national or international comnputer networks which provide access to
immense-databases on a wide variety of subjects or to millions of other computer users
aingconnections to these networks.

::Universifies, research insdtudons, governnental bodies, NGOs, private organisations etc
are some oamong the numerous bodies which make use of comtputer commnwcation these
days. Cmpuer communicatons are used for a variety ofpurposes, from personal
messages to- peer goup communication, teleconferencing, access to electronic news
bulletin'-oals a,d' hotkines, electronic journals, subject databases, experts in different
j areas etec. Witaccess to global- networks, rural development agencies, research

ntiuts, scientists andhealth workers can gain access to a vast array of informaion
wmyerqwckf. --

Advantages of Computer Communications

1. Immediay

Computer commuiications can provide access to information at a very quick rate. Survey
results, new papers, references all available at quicker rates.

2. Sources

Electronic databases abound on development, agriculture, health, communication and related
fields. It is also growing at a rapid rate. With access to global networks, rural development
agencies, research institutes, scientists, health workers etc could gain access to hordes of
infornation very quickly.
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3. Conferencing

Discussions can be held with experts from different parts of the country and the world on
these computer nets (eg. bulletin boards).

4. Ideas exchange

Interactively by IRC or 'talk' commands or through mail messages.

5. Cheaper

With some journals and articles being put on to databases it is becoming cheaper than
subscribing to print alternatives. Also computer communications on many non commercial
networks are substantially cheaper than ordinary post.

6. Faster

Communication becomes faster between individuals and between organisations everywhere.

7. Ejrrorfree

Electronic communication over networks are free from the errors usually seen in teleprinter,
wire etc. as error correction software takes care of it.

8. Coordination

Co-ordination of work between widely scattered offices and individuals becomes quicker and
easier when near instantaneous communication is possible cheaply over computer networks.

9. News

Development of central databases can help participating institutes and centres to contribute
and retrieve needed up-to-date information on various areas. News group and special interest
group bulletin boards can be maintained at centres.

10. Networking

Local, national, international networks possible helping in the formation of peer group
networks at any level.
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CONSTRAINTS

1. Ilfrstructuulr

The availability of reliable telecommunication sysems for access to the networks has to be
considered. Packet radio technology might provicee a way out where telecommunication lines
are not available. Also to be considered is the lack of electricity in some areas, power cuts
and drastic voltage fluctuations which can destroy computers. And the adaptability of PCs
and computers to hot, dusty and humid tropical climates have also to be taken into
consideration. Many institutes in India, for example, build expensive air conditioned
environments for computer rooms. This could become an add on cost to the use of computers
for communication.

2. Who gets access

Access to computer networks could be confined to top officials. (In many Indian institutes,
Email is offered only to the senior level staff and not for lower level staff or students - could
be due to low number of PCs available. How do the vast majority of institute people get
access then?

3. AffordbMy

How many institutes can afford enough work stations ? How many individuals in developing
countries can afford a PC let alone the rental and registration charges for network access.
Will this mean that here is another technology which helps increase the 'knowledge gap'
between the rich and the poor.

4. Taning

To be able to use the communication networks effectively, requires good experience in
computer use. Without adequate regular access to a work station, people might get
discouraged by problems encountered in networldng during the early stages.

5. Imbalance

Any problems in having information and technologies flowing in from North to South. Most
datbases are US based.
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6. Linguistic

With Internet and other major networks using English language, and with most computer
program usage dependent on a level of English knowledge, this limit the number of users
in non English speaking communities.

Computer Communications Applications

In this section, computer communications are explored using the African context.

Electronic Mailbox and Messaging

* Less expensive and more convenient than fax or telex wherever a computer and phone
line are available.

* Use dependent on sort of communications infrastructure already in place like telephone
links

* Appropiate electronic communication solution may vary from one location to the next
in africa dependent on communication infrastructure available

1. Packet Switching Services in Africa

Many African countries are installing packet switched data line service also called IPSS
(International Paclet Switched Service), which uses the internationally standardized X.25
protocol

How t works: The PIT -national post office or telephone company - usually the operator
of such services - installs connection points to IPSS in major cities. Computer users with
modems in these cities can make a local phone call and connect online to any country with
an electonic mail or database service which is connected to X.25 network.The user has to
order a NUI(network user ID) from the local PTr before using such a service.
Efficiency of connections: Provided reliable local phone services are available,
connection to the host computers can be achieved. Some IPSS providers install err
correcting modems which overcome unreliable connections and if supporter by a user modem
with MNP error correction protool, all phone noises can be overcome

Costs: The service usually costs the user a registration fee, a monthly or quarterly rental
and usage charges to connect to the remote host. Higher usage charge for connecting to host
computers outside the country like telephone calls. Rental charges for a NUI can vary from
$20 to $200 a quarter from country to country in africa. Charges are mostly based on the
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amount of data transferred. Users are
charged for both sending and receiving INTERNET
data (frequently makialg this service
prohibitively expensive) Internet Is a loose amalgam of computer

networks connecting thousands of sites and
Availability: IPSS service exists in Ivory millions of users all over the world. It Is not an
Coast, Kenya, Mozambique, Niger, individual organizatlon or network but a
Senegal, South Africa, Togo, and collective term for the many backbone, regional
Zimbabwe. and site data networks that it comprises - more
IEPSS service than 5(W networks In 33 countres.

A connection to the Internet gives a user real-
Advantages over international direct time access to online databases. lIbrauy
dalUing: Significantly cheaper option catalogues, softvare archives, fidl text reports
than maling a direct dial international and even graphic image files.
phone call to the electronic host and then
connecting. Tools to log on to other machines and search

around for injormation include: Telnet a
Constrints: The limited availability of deWvce(or protocol) which allows you to log
IPSS services and the high costs charged into other computers on the internet; FTP, a
for modem use and data transfer by local File transfer protocol, which allows you to
PTTs can make this less attracdve, transferfilesfrom a remnote computer to your

own Email, Electronic mail for exchanging

2. Direct International Dalling messages between individuals or groups;
USENEt. Discussion groups to cater for all
interestsfrom cultural news, to sport, science,

a second odtioe is to resort to sex etc., Gopher, a menu-based systemn for
international direct dialling to the trawIling around the Intenetr; ARCHIE, A
electronic host. With the help of new system for locating fies ta are publicly
softwre, it is now possible to send avalable by FTP; WAIS (Wide Area
messages and files even over poor quality Informaion Servr), a .firee text method of
telephone lines at minimal cost using searching the internet, and; WWW (World
automated computer control led Wide Web), a hypertext system for subject
connections with file compression and searding.
error checking. These programmes reduce
the length of the long distance call by 80- -__
95% compared to standard manually
controlled interactive sessions with the host.

Host computer services and global connections: Host computer services necessary to
carry this traffic into the major networks are operational in London (Greennet), Stockholm
(Nlordnet) and Toronto (Web). These machines provide gateway connections to most other
networks operating globally including Internet, bitnet, janet, Earn, usenettuucp etc.
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Software: A self installing configuration of software for IBM compatible to perform
direct automated intemational dialling is now available.

Costs: Software is free or very cheap Local ndtworks in Afr&a
to use for non commercial purposes and a
2400 baud rate modem costs only about 7he netwrks mendoned below are In different
$100. A high speed modem costing $400 stages of reallatlolL
to $600 capable of 9600 bauds or higher
is also available where several people can ESANET (Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia,
share one personal computer and transmit Zmbbabvw, Kenya); RIO (Senegal, Mall,
large amounts of data at a . ste rate. It Niger, Buwina Faso, Togo, Cameroon,
also does not involve paying for receiving Congo); NGONET (7bnisla, Senegal, ceya,
messages. However, here too there will Faso Ghana gera Sudan, genya, Bambla
be a registration fee, quarterly rental and Zim,Gbabwe) HEaLTanET-SAmElFE
usage fees. Greennet with nodes in many (Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia,
parts of the world including Africa and Zimbabwe); PADISNET (34 counris
Asia charge only a fraction of the going connected based at the UN Economic
commercial price. The file transfer Commission for Africa); WORKNET (Soush
protocols used are also quite effective for Afrca); MANGO Z7imbabwe, S.- frica),
large file transfers. AMSOET (Ethiopia, Senegal, Jeaya, Egpt).-

Basic skills and Training: A self All these nets could be imconected ata lafr
installing software for IBM pcs which can stage.
perform direct intemational dialling can __-__

be ideally installed in half an hour by
someone without any special skills other than basic familiarity with keyboard. For those
with some familiarity with computer (eg word processing for) applications, a half-day, hands
on training workshop is enough to gain familiarity to send and receive files and messages.
However,to maintain a system supporting a group of users, several days of training might
be necessary.

3. Local Network Applications

Local networks with a Fido bulletin board system help users to connect to the local node
which acts as a gateway to international gateways like Greennet in London. This helps the
user to share the costs of the international connection among other users of the local
network, rather than compete for scarce and expensive international lines.

How it works: Nodes at different places on a network run Fido software on an IBM
compatible At with 40MB hd, have a high speed modem and a dedicated phone line. Users
connect to the nearest node providing them with a link to the global network for receiving
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or sending private messages and public bulletins via an intemational gateway Oike Greenet
London)

Efficiency: Speeds of 220 characters per second(cps) are achieved even on poor phone
lines using a 2400 baud modem. Automatic message and file comprssion ensures that it is
possible to transmit 40,000 characters(about 6500 words) during a one minute call.

Constraints: cost of equipment; availability of skilled people to maintain the system;
availability of spare parts and; cost and availability of technical support from vendors.
Barriers to rapid implementation are the need to train system operators and high state tariffs
on computer and communications equipment.
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USING DESKTOP PUBLISHING (DTP) FOR
RURAL DEVELOPMENT

ehe design and producdon of teaching aids and leamning materials is a dicadcut, expensive
and time conswming task that requires skills, equipment and physicalfacalides usually
unavailable in nrral areas of developing countries. Desktop Publishlng(DTP) offers many
new opportunides. DTP combines typesetting, graphics production, in a low cost, user
friendly package.

What is Desktop Publishing (DTP) ?

Desktop publishing (DTP) combines computing, graphics, and computer generated typography.
It brings together the capabilities of typesetting, graphic and trpographic design, and
reproduction quality output in an integrated hardware and software configuration.

What Operations Can You Perform witli a DTP System ?

* combining text and images (created on the DTP system or imported from outside);
* manipulating text and images e.g. select different typefaces and typesizes, change the size

and shape of images, run text around images, etc.;
* Formatting text and images into a page layout using blocks and columns as you choose;

and
* Printing out the formatted page ready for reproduction.

Word processing software on DTP systems removes the need for rekeying of authors text which
has been produced on another computer.

What Material is a DTP System Suitable For ?

DTP is especially useful in situations where small numbers of good quality, relatively cheap,
materials are called for. It can be used to produce anything from a single sheet newsletter to
a book. The controlling factors being the particular software being used and the skill of the
operator(s).
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What are the Hard and Software
Requirements ? Educaonal Materials Produdion System

in Zibawe

The Training branch of the Zlmbabwc
DTP software and hardware can be run on a 4Agricultural, Technical and Extension
Macintosh or IBM compatible PC. In addition Servces Department (AGRr1EX) introduced
to a good and reliable power supply, for either a DTP system to develop printed educational
case basic hard and software requirements are nmaerials to support extension staff and
the same. Basic hardware includes: trainers, which was low cost, good qualiy

and quick and easy to use. The hardware
* a cenral processing unit (CPU); used was. 8 Macintosh SE computers, with
* a monitor; 2Mb RAM, 40 Mb hardware and an internal
* a keyboard; floppy disk drive; 4 ImageWriter I dotmatrlx
* a mouse; printers; 2 Apple LaserWriter 11 NT laser• hard.and floppy disks; printers; I SuperMac 19 Inch display* hard and floppy disks; monitor; I Apple Scanner anid 10 Apple
* a laser printer; ;LocalTalk network systems. The Software
* a dot matrix printer for proofs; and used was Microsoft Word 4.0 and Aldus

a a scanner. PageMaker 4.0. and Superpaint 2.0 for
production of artwork,

Basic software includes:
150 hours of training for

- a word processing package; typist/wordprocessor operators and graphic
* a DTP program; and arnsts were given as well as for computer
* a graphics program. wordprocessing and editing. This nitial

training was later supplemented by up to 250
to 300 hours of instrution on a daily basis

What is the Cost of a DTP System ? which helped raise the siU level of trameesto an effective professional standard.

The most visible result was improvement in
There is a huge array of soft and hardware appearance of AGRIE newsletters. D7P
available, but it is possible to set up a single was also used for production of intenad
user system for between $2,000-6,500. organizational charts, reports and
Variations in price depend on: proceedngs of workshops and seminars,field

support publicatons. There was also a
* amnount of memory; significant saying in time devoted for
* speed of procsing; and producon of printed documents.
* resolution required on final output

(resolution is the number of dots per
inch printed on the page, the more dots the sharper the image).
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What Skills are Needed to Use a
DTP System ? DTP in Literacy and Environmental

Protection

To produce a monthy newsletter for the EC
* typographlc and graphic design skills; f^unded Environmentat Protection Program In
* editing skills; and N. Ngerla a DTP system was introduced.
* computing sldlls. Hardware used was. 386 SX IBM compaadble

PC with 33 MHz processor speed; 8 Mb RAM;
DTP systems enable you to carry out 210 Mb hard dlsk, SVGA Monitor; Mouse;
complex editing and design tasks, they do not Flatbed optical scanner and; Postscript aser
make the decisions for you. printer. Sofiware used was Wordperfect for

Windows (word processing), Coreldraw

What Training is Needed to Use a (graphics program) and Ventura Gold (DTP
DTP System ? program). Text from selected articles wereDTPSystem? .ekeyboarded into the computer and run into

page layouts. Photographs from color prins
were scanned and scaled to the layouts. 7he

Training varies depending on the skills of finished page was- then laser printed -and sent
those who are to be trained and the forprintingatlocalprint-shops. Productionof
complexity of the system. However, there each four-page newsletter took 2 weelks fom
seems to be a general consensus that: start to distribution.

The impact on the literacy program wasfound
* initeial sklls need to be given on an to be high. Instructors at adult literacy dasses

intensive basis; fo.bund the material to be of grear use for
- 'handholding' training needs to go on readng pracice and discussion. VIPs and

for some time (up to 2 years in some adminsrators at Sokoto City were also
cases) to enable trainees to grasp the impressed by the output, whdch in turn heed
complexities of the programmes; and oil the wheels at important decision-makng

3 training must cover skills other thun meetings.
those needed to operate the system
(eg. general communication, editing Ideally a 486 with a faster processor, black
and design principles), and white prints for better scan output and

increased laser printer RAM, would have
improved delivery time and product.
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USING DECISION SUPPORT SOFTWARE
IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Decision Support Softwre enhances the users capabiliy of maang tmely and
knowledgeable planning, management and analsis decisions. These applicadons can
-automate-routne decision activities, or organize collected irformauion in a more
.fmeannid manner. Expert systems provide advice to field users or aid in organi ng
cplex- activides. 7he potentialfor using this sofhware in the nral development context
e,o.;pc.ses prinmary health care, crop protection, pollution control, extension, various...
.gricultul applicatons etc. It's user-friendly nanre permits use by aU kyels of

i anagement, field workers andfarmers.

What is Decision Support Software ?

Decision Support Software, are computer prgrams that use knowledge, facts and reasoning
techniques to solve problems and assist users in:

* planning;
* management; -R pes-of ExpeS. Systemst.
* analysis activities; and
* problem solving. An Expeit system is one in *ch u

the system a question and. is gien. .n .we
Programs have been developed for: wit ium dilogue. baiwa sra

* accounting;
* statistical analysis; In the CoUeague system the user onsl t

system and chooses whJether- or not toacep* inventory management; s z advce wfethea or not= -~~~~~~~~~te _experts.: adWce.I h-dec o ....................... --* quality control; and cstbc -ue.wlp :. -
* range of agricultural applications. -fmtn to -he tem f 

.processing.- :...-:.: -:
How does it work v-- -- :-:

he Advisor system-is where a user co.nsuld- t.h
Decision Support Software that incorporates systemjbr advce -or conflimation ofades-.
an expert system needs three components. 7ypiculy the system would p.roide several

akernatives to answers to a problem.
1. Knowledge base -_-_-_-_ _

The base consists of rules and fact which the system will use to guide the decision makdng
process. These will be based on the knowledge of experts on the subject.
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2. *nference mechanism

This controls the selection of facts and rules. Rules are searched and deductions made as to
which rules apply, and further information needs are identified before and answer is
provided.

3. Interface

This is the method by which the user and the system communicate. In most cases it will use
a computer and a keyboard for interaction.

Advantages of Dedsion Support Software

Decision Support Software enhances the users capabilities to make timely and knowledgeable
planning, management, and analysis decisions. These applications can automate routine decision
activities, or organize collected information in a more meaningful manner. They can provide
expert advice to field users, or aid in organizing complex activities. Some of the benefits of
decision support software include: .......

U-ing D Sita -S: -e::.
- non programmers may develop expert in Agdclur Extension& -Drinin

systems using inexpensive software
"shells"; A range of functions can be acc sed.h

* improved decision making and agriculure extension ushg hi soa
problen solving; Actieti- can range: ftomf m agement

* automation of routine decision -. cot:Ingoorrecordeei
maling; These p ne e iformadon

:available to he ue and assit insh decsn* development of expertise in less makipocess. r c be s
-cea staff mEng-~~~*040 process.- Prucan. -jseados s

experienced staf;soh statistical problems, to evauate dat,
* improved staff productivity; sate activites, or track costs. So r
* improved user efficiency or has been dSevelopedfJr cop and fieock

effectiveness; management. For exaple t1he calculato-of
* wider distribution of scarce expertise; ngsid&nal intake of- a- cow basd on li
* faster problem diagnosis; ai'sweigh calcaion :ofpea
* faster response time; and probabili based on. weight a - iand
* consistency in decisions over a period fo ing caf weight.- ProgDfes ca

of time. tre hocie se,howot
and )-~much @to irigates Crps how mudz

pesicideto use,, the eectd w i -valus

c5 ps.
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Requirements
The Synapse Expent System

1. Hardiware and Software Canada 's International Development Research

Hardware requirements may vary from Center (IDRC supported by researchers at the
program toprogamm Basic requiremets National University of Singapore and Total
program topogra.Bacrqurm Recovery Systems Internatlonal have developed
are. an Expert System shell that captures the

* 64OK or RAM (random access expertise necessary in low technology industries
memory) that depend on eqperience. The shell, called

* computer 'Synapse can be learned in minutes, even by
* monochrome or color monitor users unfamiliar with computers. Users
* hard disk with at least 5 "draw" the process that they are familiar with

megabytes of space (expert on) on screen by selecting various
shapes and symbolsfrom an extensive menu of

Some Decision Support Software 'icons' In this way hot air blowers,
programs that are available include the thennmoeters, valves, etc. are represented.
following: Next, experience is transferred by users

speci,fy,ingwich instruments require onnaoring

* Accounting: DACEasy (DAC), by the computer. In response to the system's
$100; and Quicken (Intuit), $70. prompts, the facts are inputed.

* Expert System Shell: Expert 4 Currently Synapse is being tested in tea
(BioSoft), $299; VP Expert 2.2, factories in Sri Lanka which have quality and
$49; and MacroMind, $ 495. consistencypro blems in the processing of green

tea leaves. It is envisaged dtat the system can
2. Skils be usedJor soap makers, cheese producers and

other industries where maintaining quality
A general knowledge of the subject area control is a must. It is suitable as well, for
is required. Documentation is provided overseeing instruments used in fisheries,
an provides adequate instruction, agriculture, environmental monitoring,

research and health care.

An expert system can be created using an _

expert system shell. Most shells have
built in inference mechanisms. However the programmer has to provide the rules and facts
that the shell has to obey.
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USING GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS)
IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

GIS is a systemaically designed, spatially de approach for organiing infomnaon
about places or regions in order to facilitate analysis of rdadonships between diferent
social, economic and enuronmental variables. It is rapidly becoming an affordable
techdntogy with substantial inmediate as well as long term benefits for developing
countries. The various applications of GIS have a role to play in rural development.

What is GIS ?

A GIS is a computer software which combines the capabilities of:

• computer mapping
X tabular database management
* statistical analysis
o spatial modelling

With a GIS you can carry out the following operations using different kinds of data (spatial and
non-spatial) relating to one location:

3 capture
3 store
- manage
* manipulate
* analyze
* visualize

A GIS is not simply one piece of software, running on a computer, rather it is a combination
of different kinds of hardware (computers and their peripherals) and software put together for
particular application in different working environments centered around GIS software.
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What are the applications of GIS ?

The main applications of GIS include:

* land use analysis
* thematic mapping (eg soil type)
* site selection
* socio-conomic studies
* demographic analysis
* physical analysis
* environmental management

Specific sectoral applications and examples include:

* Agriculture: China, micro-watershed planning
* Education: Malaysia, poverty and transition rates
- Community planning: Japan, land use analysis
- Health: Vietnam, changes in fertlity and infant mortality
- Environment: Mexico, analysis of biodiversity

What hardware and software makes up a GIS system ?

Until fairly recently most GIS systems were put together around powerful micro-computers or
mainframes. Nowadays (1993) systems can be put together around a PC.

Hardware and software requirements for a GIS are impossible to state because it depends on
what you want to do with it and where you want to use it. What is listed here is a general
statement about the kind of products available.

Hardware products include:

* computers
* fileservers
* workstations
* digitizers for data capture
* plotters for graphic output
* terminals
* printers
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Software products include:
GIS In Watrshed Mae-gement

* computer operating system
* the GIS program ff Lab, Asia Technical Deparment of the
* database management system World Bank tested the feasblity and utility of
* special application packages (eg GIS techniquesfor supporting the developmant

network analysis, digital terrain and evaluaion of land use devdopment plans
modelling) In small watersheds In Oaina t evwluated the

prospects for widespread adaptton of dtese
techniques, especally the pracial utiity of
Digital Elevaton Modelling for evaluatng

Setting up and implementing landscape characteristics of small watersheds.

Me technoog usd w ARCIINFO software
Setting up a GIS is a complicated process running on a SUN workstation. Datasets were
usually involving specialist consultants. The later domwoaded to an BM PC running PC
sequence of steps involved will vary from iRNiO ad were also coned to

. .. ~~~~~~SPANS/0FS and Adat-GlISfflor cmaryartmvproject to project, some steps will be carred P. . . c~~vauation).: Odnese agrcudtwral: engineersout at the same tme, some will happen in pr-oidid data Ihe orm of i.io,ooo-
paralel and some in sequence. GIS software - z and tabur ipt data were
has been developed to supply the needs of the bOsed on e ie es and we
largest numbers of customers. This means - to
that software may not fit exact requirements, - o h: -uality-
and will need to be customized. Software fiS was shonto bea cost eai way of
tools which enable this have been developed collatingad ing edladresource
and training is available in their use. Exacly data forsma watersheds. C:fCreaton of digital
how long a step tWs and the amount of :daabases was straighorwad andbe
work involved will depend on the size of completed within several days;of-reeivng: he
system to be installed, the numbers of people maps. DEM provided a)y effe
who will use it, the kind of applications it ,xla tool fr thee 
will be used for, etc. pf ve , -whighly efetv at co- ctn the

deement opotnsies and canstraints

What Training is Needed? .Ta gr.ph.cal
potential development sats, superiostion
techniques heto -show how lanis

Given the range of hardware, software and g beg iused sandoryt
applications for GIS that specifying details of ere used so -OMIpropo land se
training is difficult. Training is essential for phycs.
everybody involved in using GIS and is a
critical factor in the successful use of the
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system. The organization employing a GIS
must provide training for employees who will CIS In EAvemeai Imp"A AS 1et
use the system.

lhe IT Lab, Asia Technical Deparment of the
* different levels of training required World Bank tested, in Nepal, the feasibility of

depeden onwhether employee is a developing a comprehensive, geogrvphIcallydependent on refernced dabase consisting of a nunber of
'casual' user, fulltime user or a naturalresourcethemes. 7hesuitabilityofpersonal
technical support staff computer based GIS to carny ot analytical tasks

was evaluated and training was provided to Nepali
* GIS software vendors usually provides technicians on dhe use of GIS tedChlogy for

initial user training using its own enironmnmetal impact assessments.

training centers and manuals Land use and land capability maps derivedftima air

photo interpretation, satelite Image wovrk were
awed. Technology was MM PC running PC

Constraints ARC/INFO (GIS) software (digitizer, smalU ploner
etc.) The total cost of the GIS component of the
mpactstudy war about$20/0 The costs coveed
tehician labour, GISsofnvare, andhardware. In-

GIS, and related technologies such as satellite sernce training was provided in ARCfINFO
remote sensing have suffered from a software use and databse management to a
credibility gap because development of GIS technician who had a backgrownd in remote sesing
has been pushed from a suppliers perspective and GIS. Awareness traing through workshops
of what is technically possible rather than the and seminars was prov d to subject mater9 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~seilsswho needed to wundrstand dhe strengths
user's perspective of what is needed or a andlimitaons of GIS in order to fomuate ideas
clear articulation of the benefits expected for effective GIS asefor differnt applications.
from GIS use. In addition to satisfying the Th contibution of GIS both as a planning and
user's perspective on needs and benefits the imPklemnatiOn monitOring tool was cOnsidered well
following have been noted as constraints t worth the investme. GIS provided an acceLent
successfulim plhemen noteadon. as cosovrw of a vast area and was immediately useful
successful implementation. ~in Usang and understanding the distribution of

ad use tes, their wracteristics and associated
1. Baseline data avaiability factors affecaing each area. Que systan provided

with instant analycal nms of each assmnption on
Successful use requires significant land u Success was mostly due to high kvel of
information infrastructure to support its wy staff, avlabili of high qualty

widesread se. ata aailailitycan e basmaps ownbm reliability. GIS softwarewidespread use. Data availability can be avilaok on a personal computer environment
patchy in developing countries. Few (reduced user anxiety involved with larger
countries have made adequate investments workstations). Also low cost of PC hardware and
in field surveying and mapping to warrar: software ensured the cost-effectiveness of the
GIS implementation. approacd
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2. Lack of decision making context in which to use infonmation

In the developed world, the use of GIS is often driven by legislated reporting requirements
which leave agencies with little choice but to adopt elaborate information systems for their
documentation and reporting needs.

3. Lack offtnancikl commitment

Developing countries view intensive data gathering and analysis as a luxury relative to other
pressing problems. There is also a lack of financial commitment to keep datasets current and
up to date, which is costly and time consuming.

4. Technical manpower constraints

Widespread use of GIS requires skills for both baseline data gathering and for GIS
operations. Computer and data processing skills are poorly developed in general and few
agencies can afford to have specialized GIS expertise. The problem of manpower constraints
is not limited simply to technicians but applies to planners and decision makers who do fully
appreciate the value of spatial based planning approaches.
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USING INTERACTIVE MULTI MEDIA IN
RURAL DEVELOPMENT

-Ihe combination of computer and video has resulted in a remarkable new educational technology
- Interactive Multimedia or Interactive Vkdeo. A major benefit of this technology is that it permis
students to learn Interactiwly using real situations, at a time, pace, and locadon suitable to thenm
Resea on the effecdlvness of IMMA haw found that It reduces learning tlme, in creased learner
-retention, and reduced training costs. .

What is Interactive Multimedia ?

Multimedia means many media - text, video, narrated sound, music, graphics, animations,
special effects etc. which are controlled, coordinated and integrated by a computer. Special
software enables users to interact with multimedia material using keyboard, mouse, touch screen
etc. Hence the term interactive multimedia (or DAM). IMM permits the storage of massive
amnounts of data, graphics, text, still and moving images, and sound on a compact disc, which
can be run on a PC. There are two aspects of IMM, the use and creation of IMM products.

At present the creation of IMM products for Fumn developmen&s in 1MM
education and training is largely confined to
industrialized or technologically advanced McQuiller (1992) predicts tha by the mfid:
nations. The development of cheaper software 1990's muli-media wi be cooate
may make it more accessible to developing neAworked and its nluence wil ctend to
counties, but the issue of human resources to -educaion -and training, desktop i-
create and produce multi-media products wii coifetrencing, -et,-wd cfe g
sti need to be addressed. elecronic mail, audio afsual presnttis.

datbases, gro upwe. desktop video
producion, electronic newsleters andThe Use of IMM Products informaion serices.

1MM as a Training Tool

DMM multimedia training nackages can complement educational drives where existing labour
and technology cannot meet the education and training needs. It is especially useful in
situations where:

* offering easy access to instruction is important;
* there are many people to be tained;
* learners vary in experience, knowledge or skill;
* 'hands-on' training is important, but difficult to arrange or dangerous;
* decision makdng and problem solving skills are vital;
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* where access to a standard body of
knowledge is important (see 1MM Trng PrAogran for Water
Cervical Cytology Training Management Engineers In India
Program); and

* where learners have a wide range of Internadonal Inforation Technology (77)
learning strategies to be satisfied. was bmvlved with Fhe traintng of water

management engineers In India, using five
What Kinds of Training can IMM be Used Iteractive video disc problem solving
for ? progranms on ntenanc, crop water

requirements, drainage, water users
associatons, and water flow measureentgBecause this is such a new technology it skls. The techo needed to run the

full potential has yet to be explored. But progras tn to run hed
the oUowng earnpes ive n ida ofwha pmgam t runtheprogram consisted of: 1.

thie following examples give an idea of what Microcomputer (hard disc); 2. User interface
can be done. (monitor, mouse and keyboard); 3. Video

overlay board, and; 4. Laser videodisc
* The Open Learning Center at John player.

Moores University, Liverpool, UK has
produced a Cervical Cytology Training Traihng timeJbr fthe engineers was less than
Course for technicians who have to read halfan hour. T7heyhad o-learn howrto put
cervical smears. This course won the the disc in: the videodisc ayer, how to -log-
Gold for the Best Interactive Design a on and-how to handle the -eq . For
the 1993 European Multimedia Awards. technical staff in the multi-media-roomn a
The Center hopes the course will create das trag was needed Thy had t learnhow to make up a back-up of trainee files.a standard in an area of work where how to troubl shoot minor problems
training iS variable because people let with- hardware and software. The hneractive
by apprenticeship in laboratories which program:allows he tranes to see dW'Tr#nt
may never receive a full set of views of inspection sies and problem areas
abnormal and normal smears. The along the dtch. Almost realfield Oedeence
BM will be used in labortories to is provded on -screen using heprogram.- y
provide learners with a full range of cdicking on windows inset on the screen,
experience, trainees;can get a menu of specfic probl

* Aboriginal and Torres Stait Islanders to be solved.
(Australia) para professional teachers
are being helped to upgrade their Theoverallcosofi) equmrforuse
qualificationsthrough a program created with trainees was--approxmnatdy $6SWpr
by RATEP (Remote Area Teacher stem, plus-another 10 per cent peryea frservicing.: The average cost~ of theEducation Program). The RATEP team trg tos$5fe
has carried out extensive research to : week
ensure that culturally approiate
learning strategies can be
accommodated by the training package.
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* The National Library of Medicine,
Bethesda, Maryland, has around 30 Proposed IMM environment program
different workstations running hundreds
of interactive multimedia medical The Environment and Multi-media
programs. One interactive program, for Consortiun, Is planning to produce an
example, puts the user in the Interactive multi-media education package on
Emergency Room when a patient is a series of critical envirounent and
brought in. This gives the user an development Issues. The package will be
almost 'real life' experience of being an used to train students and aid decision
Emergency Room doctor in the same makers In the government of developing

countries. 7he consortium includes the World
sItuation. Bank, World Resources Instkute, Daniskh
P International Information Technology International Development Agency,
Projects of the Education Development Worldwide Fundfor Nature, Televsion 7rust

renter at MIT, USA, used multimedia for the Environment, and UN bodies.
technology to produce five interactive
video disc problem-solving programs on Using intellectual and audiovisual material
maintenance, crop water requirements, related to environment and development
drainage, water users associations, and issues available from members of the
water flow measurement skills, to help Consortium, the project proposes to design
train water management engineers at 12 interactive multimedia discs as part of the
Institutes in India. package. The user of the package will be

able to package explore and research the

Hat can IMM Trmining Packages be information it contains and also adopt
Used for? various roles as fanner, government offical,

investor etc. to see how different input
DAM can busdfrdrr decisions will affect the end result. Users

1MM can be used for direct training or for will have access to an extensive range of
training of trainers. Possible areas of use primary resource materials including video
include: cips and photographs of project sites,

interviews with experts, project documents
* Irrigation management; and maps. Models will be provided to
* Medical training; explore 'What f situaions and GIS
* Industrial training; (Geographic Information Sysenem) tools will

* Equipment maintenance; enable them to investigate spata aspects of
* Public health information; problems.
* Hazardous materials handling; and Projeced costs for producton of an
* Teacher training. interactive multi-media package of tnw CD

ROM on 'Water and Irrigation, is estimatedAdvantages of IM~4M from $1.37 million to $1.70 million

depending on the level of sophiscation of the
* Shifts from passive to active learning final product.
* Empowerment of leamers who can

learn at their own pace
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* Provides "real world" applications
* Maintains quality control ntemractive mumneda for cltuareUy
* Raises retention by 40% approprIte karning
* Reduces learning time by 50%
* Skills improvement by 15% Educatonal institutions 1nwved wlth dth

Queensland Remote Area Teacher Educadon
Costs Program (RWTEP) In Australia, are assisting

Aborigind and Torres Strait Islander
paraprofessIonal teachers to upgrade their

The cost of producing training programmes quallflcat1ons and career aspiradons by
varies according to levels of complexity. The providing them with cidturally appropriate
amount of video and stills, the complexity of Interactive Multimedia lear . g methods.
the animation and graphics, complexity of the Creation of an IMM product which could
program, sophistication of the design, the empower, extend and enrich the student's
number of languages in which the program is culturally specific bnwledge and ways of
presented. A video disc training program can thinking and achieve a nexus between these
be produced for as little as $35,000 or for as and the demands of the required academc
much as $3,000,000 depending on the above culture. Interactive multimedia courseware
arameters. beng developed had to recognize and

Incorporate current-traditiona ways of
Sources of Infor"a|| learning of Torres Strait Isladers,-

accommodate the specipfc requirements ofan
Multimedia & Videodfsc Monitor, P. 0. academic culture (le. course work, written
Box 26, Fais Church VA 22040 (T: 703 and oral work specific to untversiry culture
341 1799). anld, Incorporate design fet e that

-oneln Cnr .provided students wth the means to control
.Education Deelpment Center, IAC, 55 -||the matching of their academiclearning taskT
969I 100 Fre, N6w7, AU 02160 (f 617 with their cultural and individual wys -of
969 7100, Fax: 617332640sJ1. Eleaming. Thecydicmodelprovedexemely

Socli~ y for Applied framing Technology, acceptable to the students, who -liked being
Sockty for pp&4 Larnitng ,T,ehnology, able to work at their -own pace. _.IMM50 Cuipeper St. Warrington, ~VA 22186 (T. bet oka hi w ae M
703 347 0055). courseware was fond -to beeirely

.appropriatefor visua-oral karnrs. The use--
Seleced uBibliogrphy of Authorware Professional generated :te

graphics, stills and diagrams with-. soun-to
Edison, B. 1993. From Feld to Screen: illustrate or emphasize concepts orprocesses
Distance trFbft d&e2pfJAdr, Bank's and simple animadons such as moving

arrows to link causal relatonshipsprovid
Edison, B. 1993. Interacive Mulri-media', a holisticmulti-sensory learning environment,
Thc World, Vol 11, No 4. which reflected current-traditonal informal

learning far more than any statc diplay OfTate, hmas G. 4991. USDA -Expedenecs ecangrpis-. -.---
with Micro-Computer Applicatons inetad rpis
Extension, and Training. FAO,
Romne, haly.
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USING PACKET RADIO IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

I Pace Radio, which combines radio and computer tecdmology, has the potential to
provide the 'missing link' of reliable and inexpensive communicadons between isolated
regions2-

What is Packet Radio ?

Packet radio combines radio and computing technologies in a system that lets personal computers
(PC's) communicate with each other using radio frequencies at low cost.

The Technology Required
The FRutu of Packet Radio

sEah packet radio station needs:
sA niche exists for the ue of digital

* a reliable power supply; and cOmn ications. In spite of the nwnber of
* permission to use the radio installaions, the use of packet radio,

frequencies. paricularly when linked to LEO satellites (see
annex 9), is In it's infancy. Full scale
cimplementation has yet to be evaluated and

Each packet radio station consists of: quesions on the life epectancy of equipment,

I rovislon of spare parts, maintenance etc.
* aPC; remain to answered. On the positive side,
* a radio transceiver; frequencies have recently been assigned for
* a terminal code controller (TNC) (this LEO sateUite use and LEO programs are going

is also called a radio modem); ahead. Therefore the future for packet radio
* a printer; and linked by satellite looks bright.
* an antenna. __--

How Does Packet Radio Work ?

* messages are entered into the PC;
* the sending TNC (moden) breaks the messages into small packets and codes them for

transmission;

2 V1TA (Volunteers in Technical Aasistance) is a major private voluntary organization pursuing this
technology.
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* the radio transmits these packets to the
receiving radio; Packet Radio Network Instaaionw

* the receiving TNC (modem) decodes the
packets; and Ground based or terrestrial networks

* the decoded packets appear as messages
on the PC. They can be stored or Sudan (1989): 6 station solar powered
printed out as needed. packet radio networkfor UNDP in Sudan,

linked field projects to headquarters in
Jhartoumfor administrative use ( VITAPAC)

What Kind of Material Can Be Sent Sudan (1990): 6 staxion network for CRE
Over Packet Radio ? andfor Rellefand Rehabilitation Commission

of Sudan - Disaster relief (VITAPAQC
All kdnds of computer files can be transmitted
over a packet radio network, including text, Jamaica (1988): Packet radio network for
spreadsheets, database result sets and graphics. Office of Disaster Preparedness, Jamaica -

disaster relief ( ViTA PA C)

What is the Range of Communication? Philippines (1988/89): Nerwork of packet
What is the Range of Communication? stations between Department of Health

regional and central offices - Health
.nformation (VTAPAC)

The distance between computers is governed by
the radio frequencies used. The clarity of the Somall(a wVrTnSAT ground station in N.
link is dependent on whether voice radio signals commuiathonfc othes ieerated
on the same frequency are good or not. The ChristianAidtocoordinatereliefactivities
optimal radio frequencies are VHF (very high - disaster relief
fiequency) and UHF (ultra high frequency).
These restrict the distance between computers Ethiopia: Packet radio networkfor Ethiopian
to a range of 100-150 Idlometres. Less ideal Government Relief and Rehabilitation
frequencies are HF (high frequencies). Using Commission to coordinate relief operations.
HF, the distance between computers can be anstalled as part of CARE's Commodity
extended to a range of between 1000-3000 Monitoring Project) - Disaster relief
ldlometres provided there is little interference. (fVi TA PA C)

Madagascar: Packet radio netvork between

Can the Range be Extended ? Grants Management Unit of the Sustainabk
Approaches to Vwible Environmentl
Management Program HQs and project

Ground based packet radio stations can be offices - Environment (V1TAPAC).
linked by satellite where great distances need to
be covered (either witiin a country or for
international links). Low-earth orbiting satellite
systems (LEO's) are used for this purpose. LEO satellites circle the earth at 800 kilometres.
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They have a 5,000 kilometres 'footprint' that passes every spot on earth at least 4 times daily.
When the satellite is in range it signals the ground station and will receive or send messages
even if the station is unattended. Where there is a telecommunications infrastructure packet
radio stations can also be linked into existing worldwide networks such as the Internet, Fidonet
and BITNET.

What Kind of Costs are Involved ?

According to Garriott (1993) the costs of installing and operating a packet radio system can only
be determined by studying the specific environmental variables of each location. However, as
far as the installation itself is concerned he estimates the cost of the basic station (excluding the
computer) to be between $2000$10,v000. The variation in cost is dependent on:

* the quality of the radio required;
* the quality of the antenna system; and Satellite linked packet radio stations
* the source of stable electricity

(whether from mains, generators, or Pakistan. VITASAT ground saions in
solar panel/battery combinations) Peshawar for UN High Commissioner for

Refugees - to facilitate administrative
commnications bet wen Peshawarand Geneva

Advantages of Packet Radio offlices.

Indonesia: VITASAT ground stations for
The advantages of ground based or monitoring energy applicaions - Energy-
terrestrial packet radio are: monitoring.

- Quick access to information; Tanzania. VITASAT growud stations for
- Links for small enterprises with commwuication benveen. Kbidula Farm

market, credit sources, suppliers, Institute's ground station near Iringa and its
local and regional centres, etc.; offlces in the US andfor technlogy exchange

* Permits transmission of messages, with VITA on agriculture.
letters, spreadsheets, reports and Sierra Leone: VITASAT ground statio for
images; PLAN Irnternational to communicate vth its

* Error free messages; HQ in Rhode Island.
* No manual transcription needed;
* No decoding of messages needed;
* Computers can be used for other

purposes when not receiving or sending transfer of text and binary files;
* Power source can be solar cells or lead acid batteries or direct power, and
* System permits channel sharing - several stations can hold digital conversations at the

same time.
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The advantages of linking packet radio and In Country Ground Based Packet Radio
satellites are: Network: Agriculture Work in Suda

S Satellite use ensures packet radio 7he UADP uses VrTAPAC packet radio
exchange of information from anywhere consisting of PC, 7NC, Radio transceiver
in the world within 24 hours; and antenna and printer to transmit field data,

* Portable stations the size of suitcases reports, administrative communication,
means there is no need to be near urban technical and agricultural informaton
centres for information retrieval and between U/DP HQs in Khartoum and lfve
transfer. field offices in rural Sudan. Messages whidt

used to be hand carried, or sent by telex or
radio where such connections exsted, can
now be sent over the packet radio nerwork

What Kind of TraiDing is Needed ? quickly and without error.

Training needs to be carefully considered. On site trainingfor local stafffolowed by a
There are two levels of taining required: two day training sessionfor each packet site

teamn, involving hands on instuction In the
1. Operator more advanced features ofthe packet system,

firom VITA volunteers was provided towards
the end of the project. Operators received

For this level trainees need to have basic more than 20 hours of training in addidon to
computing sIlls such as familiarity with the hours they spend expering on ther
DOS commands and the ability to use a own.
word-processing program A well motivated
person can be trained in a day if one-to-one
training is provided.

2. System traing Expenmeanta Packet Radio: Health
Work in th Philippines

For this level trainees need to be familiar
with radios and computers or have a The Dept. of Health, Philppines, is teniag
background in radio instaLlation and system packet use as a communication tool between
trouble-shooting. On-the-job taining of the DOR, Manila and regional offices.
sevral weeks is needed to grasp basic Connection was mude and information
system trouble-shooting techniques. transer was made in both direcions. No

hardware or sotware faiures occurred at
any point during the training or
demonstraion sessions.
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Factors in Planning for Success

Experience with, and evaluation of, the Satelite Linked Packd Radio:
installation and use of packet radio is still CANADA -INDONESIA
limited. However, some factors are emerging
which need to be addressed if implementation Gadjah Mada University Indonesla and
is to be successful. They are: McMaster University, Canada use Packe

Radio technology comprising a PC with
* Need. Analysis to establish need is 40Mb Hd, a transmiter, a receiver, antena

essential, for example, what will the and a modem which converts computer
system be used for, who will use it, charaaterlstics to solund anzd vice versa, to

system be used for, who will o jbrm a electronic health data communicaon
how often, and how much 'tffiIc ctli'traffic' be;ill network between different health center
there be; offices in Central Java. The system has

* Technical feasibility . A study is needed proved very usefid for communication to
to ascertain: the quality of the radio distant offices that do not have automadc
communication link there is likly to be telephones. Also the health Information
between one station and another; the electronic network is seen as a reasonably
source and stability of the power reliable networkfor health information.
supply;

* Licensing/regulatory issues. In most
countries this is a very political subject and there is no one system in place, sufficient to
say that the licensing/regulatory system needs to be known about and complied with; and

* Staffing. It is important to check out that people with the necessary levels of
computing/radio skldls which can be built on are available. Training from scratch is a
lengthy process and leaves organisations and communities vulnerable if the only trained
people should leave.

Sources of Infonxaton

Volnteers In Techikal Assisance, 1600 Wilson Blmi, Suke 500, Arlington, VA 22209, USA (: 703 276
.18WU, Fax: 703 243 1865).

Selcted Biogaphy

Fikdirn, W. and Pateson, RI (1988) Packet Radio Denonatiotio, Swmnwy repot and coea |

Ganrot. Gaoy L 1991. Packd Radio in Ranh and Space EniWnments, for Rdef and Development,
Prre for the 34th Annal Meeting of the Vfcan Studias Assocition, St. Louis, Missouri, Novber 23 5 
-26:. 1991. VIrA

yamo. T. IC (1991). The Tedznology of Telecommunicaions', Proritas Kesehaan - Health
PrIoties, Marc.h, Urdiwiraz GadjakMada, Yogyakara,a ndoaeuiL
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USING RADIO IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Radio's wide reach and low cost provide effective and efficient commnication in rural
areas. While television remains only in the hands of a small percentage of the population
in developing countries, low-cost transistor radios run on batteries are now affordable
ew.n for the poorer sections of the population. Unlike newspapers and magazines, radio
:-does not require literacy. The increasing shift to local radio program production and

-Icasting is also remowng barrers of language and dialect. As a result, radio has
'd ,. .e a valuabk channelfor disseminaion of infomwation, for training and edication,

for broad segments of nurl communities in developing countries.

Radio for Sustainable Development Ecuador: Grassroots Partiipton
in Radio Programmng.

Sustainable development depends in part on
ensuring that people in rurl areas have pr eAtacuwga, which serues Cotopfl (76
access to information they need. To adopt percent rural, of which 50 erent of the
new, sustainable practices, farmers need naon) I the higheands of Ecuat or tis
information they can understand and apply in breaking the traditional top down
a timely fashion. They need information communication model of radio -by ensuring
about market and input prces. They need partcipadon of the locals in radio
information about emergency situations, e.g., programming to make sure that the
rlated to weather or pest infestations. Face- community's real history and real siuadon are
to-face communications between extension known. Sevenrecordingstudioshavebeen-set
agents and farmers, while crucial, cannot fill up in peasant and digenous organizations-in
all of these needs. Extension agents are too the area. Peasans and indigenous people of
few and, particularly in emergencies, time is ie- area produce educational and nrews
too short. Similar information needs apply to programs in Quechua and SpanLsh as part of
other rural groups. As a result, radio has the staton'srural programmg. People are
been recognized as a highly cost-effective encouraged to transmitheir-problems, needs,or.- messages for -their organizatons and
technology to convey information, training, families bywritinginorphoning.in Modern
and education, mobik studios: are used for movng into any

part of the proince so that: 1vew programs
involwving the parcipation of te populaton

Uses of Radio in Rural Areas can be transmitted.

* Regular broadcast of information
* Broadcast of emergency bulletins
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ANNEX 9: Broadcast radio

* Broadcast of "social marketing" messages, often in the form of stories or dramas
Broadcast of education or training instruction

* Interactive radio instruction (IRI), which incorporates instruction, active participation,
and reinforcement of correct answers (interactive radio programs are designed with
pauses for student responses. After the pause, there is feedback that corrects an incorrect
response or reinforces a correct one).

In-school interactive radio

IJnterachtie radio programs have been developed for a wide variety of subjects, including
mathematics, languages, arts, science education, health, and environmental education. Most studies
*f interactive radio instruction (aRI) examine classroom use, and conclud sat IJR can significantly
-mprove student achievement. For example: The Thailand Radio Matatics 15perinent (grades
1-3) raised student math achievement significantly, and reduced dsparides benwen rural and urban
students; The Kenya Radio Language Arts Program showed that the interactive radio program was
significandy more effective in raising achievement than were textbooks ; In a Honduras study, DU
learning was much higher than textbook classes and then conventional classes, and; A Guatemlan
educaton radio project substantiolly reduced dropout rates among the Shuar.

Some ofthe advantages of IRPare: Primary students usualy learn more by IRhdan by conventional
teaching; Often they learn more at lower costs; IW improves teacidng quality and consistency; Even
untrained Iteachers" use IRJ effectively; Recurrent costs per student per year are low; Few
_supp,emenary materials are needed, and; IRI reaches usder-servedpopulations: girls, the rural-
-rmote, the poor, minorities, and the disabled.

Requirements

1. Design requirements

The effectiveness of radio training pmgrams depends on the design and quality of the
content. The goals of the program need to be clear, appropriate for the audience, and
relevant to learners' experience and culture. The program must be engaging and delivered
in a language listeners understand.

2. Financial requirements

Although radio is cost-effective, it does requimre investment in a number of elements. First,
a large number of radios are required. In most developing countries, there is already a
substantial installed base of radios, purchased by individuals. Second, courseware must be
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ANNEX 9: Broadcast radio

developed. In many cases, this cost can be
reduced by using radio programs that Mialand: H11 T,ibe Educatien
already exist and adapting them to
particular contexts. Tlhird, if supplementary Since radio was widespread among tribes
material is needed, it must be produced and people, with large nwnbers carrying
distributed. Fourth, the cost of transistor radios with them on their daily
transmission must be covered. Finally, chores, a radio-oriented non-formal adult
there must be sufficient resources to plan, education program for the hill tribes of
implement, and institutionalize the radio Chiang Mal was developed and broadcast on
program. Even considering all of these the Chiang Mai Radio Station.
costs, radio has been shown to be highly Seven extension agents working in the area
cost effective for education. Operating and nine broadcastersfrom the Caiang Mal
costs of IRI have been calculated to be $.40 station were trained at a Non-formal
- $3.00 per student/course/year, which is Educational Broadcasting workshop
very close to the cost of text books conducted in Chiang Mal in July i980.

Participants were nroduced to the scope of
3. Human resource requirements non-formal education and mehdods of

developing curricula for its successfid
Some instructional radio programs require inplemen7ation. 7hey were also made aware
supplementary instruction or explanation. of the importance of grassrootsparticivation
If face-to-face instruction is needed, e.g., and the need for helping rural people to
from an extension agent, a teacher, or a identify their most pressing problems and to
fcilitatore those providing the instrucion or activly wo* towards resoling them.
facsiltator, those providung the instructionora Participants were then trained on producingassstance to follow up on the program, ridiogprograms recorded on cassene In two
may require training. .weeb, particns were able to produce

three local language radio prograrmis, u*ch
eMnement skills are also extremely were then played back in the viUlages. Afeer
important. Programs must be designed and playback, listeners comments were recorded
produced, often involving an array of on the reverse of the cassettes, providingfor
individuals, from content experts to script a start of radio broadcast on nonformal
writers and actors. In some cases, print education.close to the cost -of textbooka.
materials must be designed and be Although this estimate exdudes the capital
delivered. If trainers, extension agents, or cost of instructional development.
teachers need to be trained, training-of- calculations of textbook costs generally
trainer activities must be conducted exclude those expenses as well. Adapng

existing radio programs that have already
Individuals running the radio programs proven effecuve can also reduce costs.
must be able to work effectively with local,
national, and international organizations.
For long-term success, radio
education/training programs require careful integration into existing education, training, and
extension programs. Given these demanding management tasks, those managing radio
education/training programs may need taining in management sldlls.
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4. Supplementary materals Raio for trainag

Radio programs delivering vocational or Radio has been used successfidly for adult
technical training appear to be most education and training, particudarly for areas
effective if they utilize supplemental or groups that are bypassed by other training
material, e.g., work sheets or other programs. Radio training programs include
printed materials. Such material needs to vocational skills development, agricultural
be short, so that learners will use them. extension, health programs, and family

planning. In Nepal, for exawple, the Radio
5. Hardware Education Teacher Taining project has used

IRP for more than 15 years to train primary
school teachers who have not passed their

Radio programs require radios for the school-leaving certificate examination. Of
audience and radio stations within approximately 5,600 teachers enrolled in a 10-
tansmission range. In all developing month course, nearly 3,000 have successfully
countries, radios are widely available and passed the exam and are recognized as trained
relatively inexpensive. teachers. The particpwts in the Radio

Education Teacher Training Projea scored
6. Technical requirements 25% to 50% higher than those attending

regular classes.

Radio programs depend on the availability Agricultural rainng programs dth'ered over
of a radio transmission station that can the radio have also proven highly successfid.
transmit a clear signal and is willing to do In Malawi,forexample, one projec evaluation
so at a reasonable cost. In some found that radio trained farmers in new
instances, education radio has its own agriculturaltechniques at costs 3.000 times less
independent facilities. In others, the per hour than face-to-face extensi on services.
stations are owned by the government. In
many developing countries, however, the
education/training/information radio
programs must rent commercial stations, and scheduling can be difficult.

Future Opportunities

Despite the proven success of radio for informing, educating or training large numbers of
people, these programs have not been fully utilized on a national scale in most developing
countries. The reasons are unclear. There may be technical problems with weak radio signals,
financial problems with recurrent costs, or political problems with resistance from teachers,
extension agents, or others. In order to take advantage of this powerful, cost-effective tool for
rural development, however, the source of problems needs to be identified and resolved.
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Why Scriptwriters Lowv Radfo Dma

Radio drama Is often called "theaer of she imagination ". he absence offixed imagI on radio allo eadch
listener to create their own individual pictures of adion. Skilled scriptwriters see thir as an uses, no a
liability. VMeher intend to do so or not, all stories influence us through the same process of audien
identification with leading characters and their winning ways. There are at asffve dffere drmaticsot
(Drana, meldrawna, Comedy, Ailegory, and Fantasy) that can be adapred to at kast six diff~e radio

fonnats (Spots. Vignettes, Plays, Novellas, Soap Operas and Situation Series) in whate comnbination wU
best link the story content with the audience.

Every story hasfive basic elements (Characters, Conflic, Plot, Cimax and Setting) whlch are described. But
how is the storyfound in thefirst place (Audience Research, Brainstonning, Field Observations and Audience
Drama Workvhops) ? Most radio scriptwriters develop the resutting story des In three preliminary stages
(Plot Sumwnary, Plot Sketch and script OutLine).
Every Radio drma is created by integratingfour categories of sound (NWaation, Dialogue, sownd Effects and
Music). A radio script is only a blueprint for studio production. Finding talented actors and musicians,
rehearsing and recording a drma, andpreproduction planning actually brngs o lfe the script In the studio.

Source: Pamela Brook

Sources of Infennadoot

USAID, Washington, D.C 20523 (T. 703 875 4490, Fax 703 875 5490), Contact: Mr. Jones 8oeng.

Radio Learning Project. EducaIonal Developnuent Center, 55 Chapel Stret, Newton, MA 02160 (T- 617
969 7100, Fax 617332 640). Contact: Dr. Thomas 7`7son.

Radio and Developmet, Rado Nederland Tradnlg Center, Wteruislaan 55, P.O.Box 222,120 JG-
Hilverswn, The Netherlands (Fax 035 724532J. Contact: Mr. Joop Swart.

Seleded Bibiography

Ahamed, U. 1981. -Community delopment through local broadcasting - an perience among t will
tribes of Chiang Mai, 7ailand", EducatIon Broadcastn lgteratonal, Jne 1981W.

Block, Clifford H, et aL 1985. Interactve Radio in the Classrooms: Ten Years o; o,en -Succes
Academy of Educational Development, Washington, D. C.

Brook, Pamela 1992 C m tThroug Ch=me Radio Drm ad Behavior hng.
Monograph. Cering House on Development Communication, ArUngton- VA

The substance behind the mges AIand developme 1993. Agencyfor Int ional D
(USA ID) publication.
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ANNEX 10: Satellite communication

USING SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Satellite technology has truly made the world a "global village. Communication
satellites have made possible the world wide transmission of telephone and telex, radio,
and television broadcasting, business infornation, and the delivery of education and
health services to rural areas.

What is satellite communication?

>,futr

There are two major types of satellite
communication systems. Thgere are, clearly. wide applications for

store-and-forward communications,
, those in geostationary orbit (GEO's) particularly in remote areas and plans to

launch more satellites for different* those in low-earth-orbit (LEO's) applications are already in hand.

Experiments show that low cost
3f the two, LEOs have the greater potential for enviromenmal monitoringfrom LEO's also

use in developing countries. appears to befeasible, provided it has only
timited requirements (eg. medium
resolution) and is is an area where

Charctedstics of a GEO fiater developments can be expected. At
the present time it is unlikely at moing

X GEO's are in high orbit from the earth images (IV and video) win be able to be
* they go round the earth at the same speed transmited by LEO's.

as the earth tums so are always in the
same position in relation to the earth - _-_-

* they orbit in the equatorial plane so do
not cover the polar latitudes

* 3 of them are needed to cover the earth's surface
* GEO's are used as repeaters for voice and data signals
* they are linked to terrestrial infrastructures which are owned and operated by

intenational communications companies
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ANNEX 10: Satellite communication

ELECTRONIC DISTANCE EDUCATION SYSTEMS
Vsing GEOs

GLOSAS/USA (Global Systems Analysis and Simulation Association) Is a publicly supported, non-
profit educaional service organiation based In New York wi*ch alms to mprove the quality and
availability of international educational exchange through the use of teleconmnunication and
finfornation technologies. Some of the projects by GLOSAS/USA follow.

The Global Lecture Hall (GLH): Using interactive video technologyfor video conferencing, global
lecture halls have been demonstrated by connecting multi-country sites together by GLOSAS/USA.
Live 'events' have been presented In an interactive setting to wide area audiences.However, at
present due to cost and technical considerations, the interactive element relies on audio, fax and
electronic mailfor livefeedback.

Video as an interactive agent: The GLOSAS Projed. The Global Systems Analysis and Simulation
(GLOSAS) project on energy, resources and environment (ERE) systemfor peace gaming is a project
to make video a multi-user interactive educational agent.
The aimn of the project is to use gaming simulations, with the help of computer based networking and
multimedia technologies, as a usefid tool for understanding global problems and global policy
among globally diverse users.

Global (Electronic) University (GJ). The GU alms to take advantage of multimedia technologies
and computer networking to serve as a global education agent. It hopes to provide insitutions,
learners and researchers currently limited to resources on one site, access on a global scale to
educational, cultural, ;normation, knowledge, vocational and community activities, in a networked
environment.

Russmn Electronic Universt: A US-Russian Electronic Distance Education System (EDES) is
crrently being establishedjointly by GUIUSA (a dnsion of GLOSA/USA) and the Assoction of
International Education (ALE) of Russia on the basis of a request from the Mmistry of Science,
Higher Education and Technology Policy of the Russian Federation. The EDES is to become the
'Russian Electronic University' once it is completed. Russian students will be able to use the EDES
to- access courses offered by member sdcools of GU/USA without coming to the US or having
American instuors travelling to Russia. The system will allow Russian students to converse- wth
American instructors and classmates at a distance using audio, voice mail, electronic mail,fax and
slow-scan 7V through afree of charge narrow band channel of Th7ELSAT's Project ACCESS. ft
also proposedto laterallow American sudents andthosefrom othernationsto receive courses from
universities and academticans in Russia
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What are GEOs usedfor ?

* real-time, 24 hour communication
* TV broadcasting

Charmctedstcs of a LEO

* LEO's are in low-earth orbit
* they take typically 100 minutes to orbit the earth
* during a single 24 hour period they will complete 13+ orbits
* the number of orbits combined with the earth's rotation means they are within range at

any point on the earth's surface several times a day
* depending on the location points communication time will vary from minutes to 10-12

hours.

Muat can LEO's be usedfor ?

* store-and-forward communications
* earth resources observation and monitoring
* navigation
* space science
* microgravity
* education

WhMtar LEO's designed to do ?

LEO's are a newer concept in satellite communication designed to meet the needs of those whom
GEO's do not serve including:

* users in remote regions, developing countries, earthquake disaster zones;
* users at high latitudes where GEO coverage is poor or non-existent;
* users who do not need instantaneous communications and are prepared to trade-off delay

in message delivery for a lower cost; and
* educationalists in space engineering and technology.
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What are the costs of a LEO ?

LEO's are amazingly low-cost when compared with GEO's. As with most technologies absolute
costs relate to what you want the satellite to do. The more you want it to perform for you the
more equipment it will need to carry and consequently the higher the cost. A low-cost small
(50kg) satellite can be put into orbit for between £1-3 million depending on the exact payloads,
specifications and who are the manufacturers. User terminals could cost as little as £300.

Factors to be Taken Into Account when Considenng the Potendial for LEO Programmes

* the available, or likely budget
* the launcher to be used
* the objectives
* frequencies available to service the mission

Sourc" of I4fonwJion for LEOs

Vo1dwecrs in TechnicalAsdoance (VTA). 1600 Wilson Blvd., Sute 2;00, Arlington, VA 22209 (T. 703:276]
IfO, Fan: 703 243 1865).
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USEiG VIEO FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

IVdeo is a powerfid means of communication and cultural dissemination, and an
alternadve to official networlk. Rural community groups are using video as an
educational tool and, where problems of illiteracy eist, as a means of communicaton.

Advantages of Video

Video in Heafth ard Sanitation
Video technology offers a communication tool
which has advantages over many other media. the Village Video Neqi re in Mali used
Some of thiese advantages follow. portable video equipment topromote an educanional program on health

* Ease of operation: Only a few weeks is andsanitationjfr villge women. -Womennecessar foranynetolarno learnt qwuckly and produced a -highlynecessary for anyone to learn to <successfid videotape on prvenon: and
manipulate video editing equipment and treatment ofdiarrhoea. he video captred
just a few hours, to use a video camera. the context - which diarrhoea occrs,; dte
The medium can be put right in the hands village water source, the pond where
Zof the communicator, who can be a people wash their dirty -cloths, and
farmer, rural housewife or a teacher. uzwashed lktchen utensits. prov a

* VCRs help overcome the barrier of clear understanding offactors coarribuig -
illiteracy as it relies on the spoken word to infant diTrhOem
and visuals.

* Minimal running costs once i The tape waS aailable not oniyfortie
equipment investment has been made with village in concern, but also to ther,
recyclable tapes and freedom from villages in Mali and, through die Village

Vzdeo Network, -to vfllages and cmtztiesprocessmg expenses and outside wor k, to viedommunitiesprocessing facilities. w)rld wide. Thi providendfor horizontalprocessing facilities. communication of the subject and steps
* Immediacy: In production work, the taken to tacike the problem to other

pictures and sound recorded can be comaniesexeriencingsimiarproblu--
played back and studied during or
immediately after recording. It provides
for instant feedback.

* Flexibility: Recordings can be upgraded, updated and adapted to local requirements and
languages etc. with minimal problems.

* Transportability: With development of video technology towards more lighter,
more robust equipment, transportability of a VCR unit has become quite easy.
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VIDEO IN BOTTOM UP COMMUWICATION

The Wordview Internitional Foundation (WIF) used video cwmera and playbac facilities to:
strengthen commuucatwon between te local government offices and the village of Ramghat ai
Nepal; strengen communication between Ramaghat and Kahmandu, the capital cty and;
develop edional materialsfor vilage use. helve women from Ramghat inaily particpated
In the training session. The women learnt how to assemble two concorders, peiform smue
maintenance and condua interviews. They also learnt how to list and prioritze -their needs, draw
qp practical'solutions and discuss how best to use video to convey the message.

In the fst video the group produced, the partcipants spoke directly to the camera about heir
concerns regarding a government scheme on income generation. As the women were iliterate, the
video was shot widthout a formal script. However the objective of the video wasfirst discussed
before shooting. The narration-and editing was done in Kaduandu. This taped videoletter was then
sent to the project sponsors, which had an imnediate result.

In the second video, the women recorded a series of interviews with women who had been mistreated
by their husbands or wonted to get divorced and needed legal advce. The video was then sent to
tke-woen's Legga Servces Project in Klhmaandu. The returned taped solutions.

The video letters were also shown to the larger community during Saturday night nwvie screenings.
The women laterproduced videoletters on deforestation, health, irgation and also a series ofshort
fimson educationaltopicssuch asfertlizingmedtodsand livestockfeeding. 7hese lettersandlm
were screened on Saturday night and also at smaller screenings organied by the women at the
various wards withi the village.

The projta's tal aim was. met. 1o-way communication had been established bewen viages
andthde central government and between villages and the locda gren. The women also
develoed confidece in dtemselves after their video letters began getting the required resp-nses.
Eght months ater the project was initiated, the women went to Kathmandu to discuss dtlywt
the of ficils concerned their issues of concern.

Moreover video cassette tapes can be sent over mail and played back in other
parts of the region or the country.

* Duplication: Video cassette tapes are easy and comparatively inexpensive to duplicate
and hence provide for wide dissemination of tapes frem a single recording.

Disadvantages of Video

* Relatively high initial expense and the need for technical maintenance.
* Fragility: though today's equipment is robust and portable, bumpy roads and rough or

inexperienced handling can cause breakdowns.
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* Maintenance and repair facilities are not always easily accessible in developing countries,
especially in remote areas.

* Power supply can be a problem, as batteries have to be kept constantly charged and
sources of power are not dependable. Running the video cassette pliyback on batteries
can be a severe drain of power. Use of generators, while helpful, could increase the cost
of operation and operation becomes more complicated.

* Editing: there is a tendency to shoot too much material which, if editing facilities are
not available, can produce boring and tedious viewing for audiences.

* Compatibility problems between connectors, cassette formats, video standards and
broadcasting norms have also to be taken into consideration.

Equipment & Costs Bringing Video Wtkin
Everyone's Reach

1. Producton
.Video Tlers-Monde, a Montreal based

e video camera, e.g., camcorder. $1000 NGO, has deweoped a training Aft designed
man up for people in developing conries who

nvdeo ape nt tofwniliarize emselves wth video -or
* video tape: $5 - 10 pefect their techdque. Ented 'Portabk
* rechargeable batteries: $75 Video Producion", the ki consists of three
* microphone (if not included in the vgluies and a video csseue with -a

camera) running tie of about 45 minwtes -and is
* editing equipment (preferable) available in French, English, Spanish and

ItatiaL
2. Play

The video document is dear, simple and
* VCR: $250 - 1,000 accessible. It takes the vier point by
* television point hrough the basic rudes of producing
* electricity source of battery an effective docwnenta=y. 600 copies of

he kit are in circulation -in sera-
counties in Africa, Latin America and

Putting Video to Use Europe and North Ameica -l*e kit sels
]Putting Video to Use jor about $250 in developed couris and

$75for ordersfrom developing counries.
Video has been used for different purposes by
groups, communities and individuals to enhance
communication flow. Where centralized media fail to help, video has offered the potential for
horizontal communication and bottom-up communication. Video is also used as a tool for
training and for publicity.

* Tanzania Interviews with Tanzanian farmers were recorded on videotape and played
back for govemment officials to reduce the communication gap between the two groups.
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* Ghana Video was used to help train managers in rural areas. The tapes helped
spark inturest and participation, enhanced discussions and inspired managers to take
action after seeing the success of their peers on video in other areas.

* India Rickshaw drivers in an Indian village were taped explaining why they felt
that they met a bank's loan criteria and should be allocated loans. The tape was shown
to bank managers and their responses were further recorded on tape and shown to the
villagers. End result was the rickshaw drivers got the loans which they eventually paid
back.

* Philippines A community facing trouble getting the government to re-channel a river
which flooded once a year, used video to tape their efforts in building a rock dyke over
eight weekends. The tape shown to the government officials resulted in the government
contributing heavy equipment to finish the project. This tape was further used to show
other communities what organized communities can do on their own.

* Zimbabwe Video was used to record people on a public spealdng course before and after
the course. By playing back the initial tape, trainees were able to identify by themselves
or with help from the trainer any faults in presentation. This helped to take corrective
steps. The final tape which was produced at the end of the course also provided an
objective assessment of the improvements made during the course through a comparison
of the before and after tapes.
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